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I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL SURVEY 
The concept of integration of a function f with 
respect to a function g, different from the identity 
function, first appeared in the literature in 1894 in an 
article on continued fractions by T. J. Stieltjes [52]. In 
this article he considered only the case where f is 
continuous and g is nondecreasing and for this case he 
Several questions were raised following the introduc­
tion of this integral. What properties did this integral 
have and how was it related to the integral of Riemann and 
Cauchy? Could the hypotheses that f is continuous and g 
is nondecreasing be weakened and still have the integral 
exist? 
Among early papers involving the Stieltjes integral 
was a note by P. Riesz [2$]. In this note he showed the 
remarkable result that a continuous linear functional F on 
the space of continuous functions on [0,1] with the 
supremum norm could be represented as a Stieltjes integral 
over [0,1]. That is, for each such F, there is a 
function g of bounded variation on [0,1] such that if f 
pi 
is any continuous function on [0,1] then F(f) = I fdg. 
The Stieltjes integral has received much attention in 





the years since I9IO. In addition to investigating the 
integral as Stieltjes defined it, authors have made numerous 
changes in the original definition in order to exploit 
various properties of the functions involved or in order to 
remove undesirable characteristics of the original integral. 
A collection of such papers is [4], [5], [8], [10], [11], 
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], [21], [22], [26], [27], 
[28], [50], [31], [53]' There is no claim that this list is 
all inclusive of the work done. However, these articles are 
among the important works of Stieltjes integration and are 
an indication of the vast work and interest in the subject. 
For a convenient summary of such articles written prior to 
1958 see [18]. 
The integrals defined in the articles just cited are 
often called integrals of Stieltjes type because of their 
relationship to the integral defined by Stieltjes in [52]. 
The integral as defined by Stieltjes is itself frequently 
called the Riemann-Stieltjes integral since it is a general­
ization of the integral defined by Riemann. 
There are two modes of convergence used in defining 
integrals of Stieltjes type. One of these is the norm limit 
for approximating sums and it is this type limit which 
Riemann and Stieltjes used. The other is the refinement 
limit for approximating sums. Many persons call those 
integrals defined according to the latter method integrals 
5 
of Hellinger type. 
The integral to be considered in this dissertation is 
another example of an integral of Hellinger-Stieltjes type. 
Reasons for investigating this definition of integral as 
well as the advantages and properties of the integral will 
be discussed. 
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II. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF Y INTEGRALS 
Throughout this dissertation [a,b] and (a,b) will 
denote finite closed and open real number intervals 
respectively. If a = b then [a,b] will denote {a} and 
(a,b) will denote 0, the empty set. The functions con­
sidered will be real valued functions of a real variable, 
with the exception of a choice function which is defined as 
a function of two variables. The symbol iff will be used for 
if and only if. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The statement that ¥ is a choice 
function on [a,b] means that 
Y :  { (P ,q)  : a < p < q < b} - [a,b] such that p < Y(p,q) < q. 
Y is called a choice function since with each closed 
subinterval [p,q] of [a,b] a point of [p,q] is 
associated. In this dissertation it is often convenient to 
think of Y as a function of two variables. However, in 
abstract spaces, the rjle of Y would be that of a choice 
function on a class of sets. For example, see [12]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The statement that D = {x.}^ _ is a 
————^ 1 i=o 
subdivision of [a,b] means that 
a = X < x. < < X = b. 
o 1 n 
Frequently, one wishes to think of D not only as a 
set of points in an interval but also as a collection of 
5 
subintervals of that interval. That is, 
{[x^,x^], [x^,x2],•••, [x^_3_,x^]}. This is particularly true 
when one considers a refinement of a subdivision and sums 
over a subdivision. 
DEFINITION 2."5. The statement that the subdivision 
E  =  of [a.b] is a refinement of the subdivision 
D ]=o ' 
D = {x^l^-Q [a,b] means that D c E. This is denoted, 
ERD. Then, for each j € {l, •••,m} there is an 
i € {1,•••,n} such that [tj_^,tj] c [x^_^,x^]. 
Suppose that f, g are functions on [a,b], that Y 
is a choice function on [a,b], and that D = 
a subdivision of [a,b]. Then, S(Y,D,f,g) will denote 
I = (c,d), (c,d], [c,d), or [c,d] then f[Y(l)] means 
f[Y(c,d)] and g(l) means g(d) - g(c). On occasion it 
will be convenient to abbreviate the sum above as 
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose that f, g are functions on 
[a,b] and that Y is a choice function on [a,b]. The 
statement that the real number I is the Y integral of f 
with respect to g over [a,b] means that for each € > 0 
there is a subdivision D of [a,b] such that if E is a 
If 
where I^ = [x^_^,x^] 
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subdivision of [a,b] which refines D then 
lS(Y,E,f,g) - II < €. The number I will be denoted by 
«b 
Y fdg. 
According to the standard nomenclature of Stieltjes 
type integration, f is called the integrand and g the 
integrator. Observe that distinct choice functions may 
yield different integrals. 
There are several reasons vâiich justify a study of 
this definition of integral. First of all, for appropriate 
choice of Y, several Stieltjes type integrals are Y 
integrals. For example, if Y(c,d) = c then the Y 
integral is simply the left Cauchy integral. It was shown 
by Gillespie [l6] that the left Cauchy definition of the 
Riemann integral is equivalent to the Riemann definition 
(here g(x) = x). Corresponding statements are valid for 
the right choice function, Y(p,g) = q. If Y(p,q) = ^ ^ ^  
then the Y integral is the "midpoint" integral. It will 
be shown that there is a choice function Y for which the 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral is equivalent to the Y integral 
for large classes of functions f and g. 
When one defines an integral, it is often desired that 
the new integral be an extension of a previous one. The Y 
integral has this property relative to the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral since the existence of the Riemann-Stieltjes 
7 
integral of f with respect to g over [a,b] implies 
that of Y fdg for any ¥. However, the Y integral 
""a 
can exist vôien the Riemann-Stielt jes integral does not. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. For each x 6 [0,1] let f(x) = 0 if x 
is irrational and let f(x) = 1 if x is rational. Let 
g(x) = X and for 0 < c < d < 1 let Y(c,d) be a rational 
pb 
number in (c,d). Then Y j fdg exists and is 1 since 
for any subdivision D = of [0,1], 
- Xi_i) = 1. Of 
course, tlie Riemann integral does not exist. 
Although the Y integral is not discussed in coirparison 
with the Lebesgue integral in this dissertation, it is 
interesting to note that Y fdx can exist while the 
rb 
Lebesgue integral 1 fdx does not exist. 
•^a 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let N be a dense nonmeasurable subset 
of [0,1], let f be the characteristic function of N, 
and if Oj<c<d_<l let Y(c,d) be an element of N in 
pb 
(c,d). Then Y J fdx exists and is 1 but the Lebesgue 
integral f fdx does not exist. 
•^O 
An approximating sum for the Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
of f with respect to g over [a,b] with D = 
8 
is - 9(Xi_l)]' where x^. 
That is, can be chosen arbitrarily in 
Thus, as just mentioned, if the Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
exists, the Y integral exists for any Y and the integrals 
have the same value. 
An advantage of a Y integral is the computational 
aspect. For a given interval I the choice function Y 
specifies exactly one point in the interval at which a 
function is to be evaluated. Thus, for choice functions 
which can be written in a simple formula, a Y integral 
could be approximated on a computer. 
The concept of Y integral can be carried over to 
abstract spaces rather nicely. One can consider sums in­
volving h[Y(A^)] where is an appropriate 
decomposition of the space into subsets, where Y chooses 
an element of A^, and h is some function. Work in this 
area has been done by J. A. Dyer in a paper on basis theory 
[12]. 
The idea of picking a specific point at which to 
evaluate a function in an approximating sum for an integral 
is not new. In the earliest proofs in integration theory, 
this is done in order to show that a certain integral does 
not exist. As previously mentioned, the idea of evaluating 
a function at the left hand end point of an interval in an 
9 
approximating sum for an integral was used by Cauchy. 
However, the idea of making an integral definition based 
specifically on a choice function seems to have originated 
in 1962 with Kristensen, Poulsen, and Reich [24]. A 
precursor of this work based on a very limited class of 
choice functions was given in 1957 by Ceretelli [$]. 
In the paper of Kristensen, Poulsen, and Reich it is 
shown that the Riemann integral and the ¥ integral are 
equivalent for a large class of Y's. In I966 this work 
was extended by Fieger [l^]. In this paper, he character­
izes the class of Y's for which the Y-integral is 
equivalent to the Riemann integral. The question of 
existence of the Y integral is not specifically treated 
in his paper and is mentioned only in its relationship to 
equivalence with the Riemann integral. 
In each of these papers the Y integral used is with 
respect to the identity function only. Apparently there 
has been no published work on the Y integral taken with 
respect to a function different from the identity. Here, 
this problem is considered and various existence theorems 
rb 
for Y j fdg are given. In addition, the relationships 
of Y integrals to earlier integrals (such as the Riemann-
Stieltjes) are discussed. 
Before the Y integral is examined in detail it seems 
10 
appropriate to discuss integrals of interval functions. 
Many of the properties of Y integrals and of all Stieltjes 
type integrals are included in this theory. The following 
brief summary is taken from [2], [2], [6], [l8], [22], [$4]. 
If I is a subinterval of [a,b] and F is an 
interval function on [a,b] then F assigns a real number 
F(I) to I. Following historical precedent, F(L) is used 
on occasion to represent more than one real number. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let f, g be functions on [a,b], let 
¥ be a choice function on [a,bj, and let I = [c,d] be a 
subinterval of [a,b]. Each of the following is an interval 
function. 
1. F^(I) = f[¥(l)] = f[Y(c,d)] 
2. Fgfi) = g(i) = [g(d) - g(c)] 
5. F^(I) = f[Y(l)]g(l) = F^(I) . Fgfl) 
24(1) = §[^(c) + f(d)]g(l) 
5. F^(L) = U)(f;L) = supClfCxg) - F(X^)L : € I] 
6. Fgci) = : 2'=) 
Each of these interval functions appears in analysis. For 
example, F g is used in defining the variation of g, F^^ 
is used in defining the mean Stieltjes integral of f with 
respect to g, and Fg is used in defining the derivative 
of g. 
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The multiple valued relation Fy(l) = f(|)[g(d) - g(c)], 
c < 5 < d, is used to define the Riemann-Stieltjes integral. 
I 
A modified Stieltjes integral is defined by use of the 
multiple valued relation Fg(l) = f(§)[g(d) - g(c)], 
c < Ç < d. 
If D = is a subdivision of [a,b] and F is 
an interval function on [a,b] then one can consider 
^^F(lj^). Once a mode of convergence for such sums has 
been specified then an integral of the function F can be 
defined relative to the convergence process. 
There are two methods of ordering subdivisions of 
[a,b]. The first has been discussed. E follows D in the 
refinement ordering (ERD) provided D c E. For the second 
method the norm, iDl, of D is max[x^-x^_^ : i=l, •••,n] 
and E follows D in the norm ordering provided |E| < |D|. 
Each of these methods gives a mode of convergence of 
approximating sums. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The interval function F on [a,b] 
has a a (or refinement) integral on [a,b] (denoted 
pb 
a F(l)) iff there is a number J such that for each 
•'a 
€ > 0 there is a D such that if ERD then 
I^^F(I^) - J < 6. Then J = a j^F(l) = lim^^F(l^), the 
12 
lirait taken over subdivisions a of [a,b]. 
DEFINITION 2.6. The interval function F has a norm 
integral on [a,b] (denoted N F(l)) iff there is a 
number J such that for each € > 0 there is a D such 
divisions a of [a,b]. 
Historically the norm limit was first considered and it 
was this method which Stieltjes used [32J. The a limit 
is perhaps more popular today because it is easier to work 
with and is less restrictive. Unless otherwise mentioned, 
this type limit will be used for integration purposes in 
this dissertation. The papers on Y integrals have used 
the norm limit but in the case of integration with respect 
to the identity function the methods are equivalent. 
Observe that the ¥ integral of f with respect to g 
is the a-integral of the interval function F^ of Example 
2.5' For this reason, theorems for integrals of interval 
functions are applicable to ¥ integration. 
For the remainder of the chapter, F will denote an 
interval function on [a,b]. The first theorem is Theorem 
that if IEI < 1d1 then 
E 
Then 
the limit taken over sub 
2.11 of [18]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. (Cauchy criterion). A necessary and 
{.b 
sufficient condition for the existence of a \ F(l) 
rb 
(N j F(l)) is that for each € > 0 there is a subdivision 
D such that if E^RD and E^RD (lE^l < |D| and 
lEgl < IDI) then P{I.) -7 P(I ) 
- -Eg 
< €. 
In the case of F(l) = f[Y(l)]g(l) a necessary and 
ft 
sufficient condition for the existence of Y fdg is that 
••a 
for each € > 0 there is a subdivision D such that if 
E^RD and E^RD then 
Let U)(SP;I) = sup[|X^P(I^) - I P(Ii) 
DijDg subdivide IJ. The next theorem is Theorem 2.12 of 
[18]. 
THEOREM 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of a f F(l) (N f^F(l)) is that 
a 1 (i)(SF;l) = 0 (N r ii)(SF;l) = O). 
•'a ""a 
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For F(I) = f[Y(l)]g(l), 
A)(SF;L) = SUP[|^^^FCY(L^)]G(L^) " = 
subdivide ij. The corresponding theorem for Y 
integration is easily seen, 
DEFINITION 2.7. 
(a) F is pseuodadditive at x € (a_,b) iff 
lim [F(Cx- t, ,x+ tp]) - F( [x- t, ,x3) - F( [x,x4- t_]) ] = 0 
(ti'tgi-fo.o) ^ 
ti^ tg > 0 
(b) F is pseudoadditive on the left at x € (a/b] (on the 
right at x 6 [a,b)) iff 
lim [F(Ct,,x]) - F([t,,tp]) - F([tp,x])] = 0, 
t^-x ^ ^ ^ 
t, < tp < X (lim [F([x,t,]) -F([x,tp])-F([t2,t,])] = 0, 
t^-x ^ 
X < tg < t^) 
The next two theorems are Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.15 
of [l8] respectively. 
THEOREM 2.3. A necessary condition for the existence 
of a J F(I) is that F is pseudoadditive on the left and 
right at each point of [a,b]. 
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THEOREM 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
pb .b 
the existence of N F(l) is that a F(l) exists and 
that F is pseudoadditive at each point of (a,b). 
Each of the following theorems for Y integration is 
simply a statement of a theorem from [l8] for the interval 
function F(l) = f[y(l)]g(l). The theorem of [l8] which is 




then Y J fdg exists and Y J fdg = Y J fdg + Y J fdg. 
THEOREM 2.*5. If Y J fdg exists and a < c < d < b 
r^ r^




THEOREM 2.6. If a < c < b and each of Y f fdg 
b 
and Y 1 fdg exists then Y fdg exists and 
•^c "^a 
•b „ c »b 
Y 1 fdg = Y fdg + Y fdg. (Theorem 2.22). 
«a a *^c 
THEOREM 2.7. If a is any real number and Y j fdg 
exists then Y J (af)dg exists and is a(Y J^fdg). 
(Theorem 2.31)• 
In the next two theorems, in addition to f, g let h 
be a function on [a,b]. 
THEOREM 2.8. If each of Y f fdg and Y I^hdg 
, a a 
j«b pb pb 
then Y (f + h)dg exists and is Y fdg + Y hdg. 





THEOREM 2.9.  If each of Y I  fdq and Y f  fdh exists 
Ja «"a 
ph ph pb 
then Y fd(g + h) exists and is Y fdg + Y fdh. 
J a « a J a 
(Theorem 2.22). 
THEOREM 2.10.  Suppose that t^n^n=l ^ sequence of 
functions on [a,b] which converges uniformly on [a,b] to 
f and suppose that g is a function of bounded variation 
on [a,b]. If Y f f dg exists for each n then Y fdg 
Ja " Ja 
pb 
exists and is lim Y f^dg. (Theorem 2.41).  
n-co Ja a ^ 
THEOREM 2.11.  Suppose that ^S^^n-l ^ sequence of 
functions of bounded variation on [a^b], that g is a 
function on [a,b] for which {^/^(g - 9^)%=! 0 (where 
denotes variation over [a,bl), and that f is a 
pb 
bounded function on [a,b]. If Y J fd^ exists for each n 
pb tb 
then Y fdg exists and is lim Y fdg . (Theorem 2.41).  
-'a n-= * 
The next three theorems from [2 ] ,  [5]  have been 
published since I96O and are extremely interesting. Because 
of their importance it is surprising that they have received 
little attention in the mathematical community. 
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THEOREM 2.12. Suppose that each of H, K is a bounded 
interval function on [a,b] and g is a function of bounded 
»b -b 
variation on [a,b]. If a H(l)dg and a K(l)dg exist 
••a *'a 
j»b 
then a j^H(l)K(L)dg exists. 
THEOREM 2.13. Suppose H is a bounded interval 
function on [a,b] and g is a function of bounded 
pb 
variation on [a,b]. Then a j H(L)dg exists iff 
a f H(I) f Idgl exists (where a f Idgl is the variation 
Ja " I «J I 
of g over the interval l). 
Every function of bounded variation can be written as 
the difference of nondecreasing functions. The import of 
this last theorem is that the integration can be considered 
with respect to nondecreasing functions. 
THEOREM 2.14. Suppose H, g are as given in the 
.b 
preceding theorem. If a H(l)dg exists then 
•J a 
.b 
a 1 lH(l)ldg exists. 
''a 
Suppose that Y is a choice function on [a,b] and 
that g is a function of bounded variation on [a,b]. Let 
pb 
L(Y,g) = {f : f is a bounded function on [a,b] and Y fdg 
Ja 
exists}. It follows from Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 that 
L(Y,g) is a linear space. In view of Theorem 2.12, L(Y,g) 
18 
is also an algebra. Then, it follows from the three theorems 
mentioned above that L(¥,g) is also a lattice under the 
pointwise ordering. 
The following theorem, although not specifically 
mentioned in the previously cited literature on interval 
functions is easily demonstrated. Therefore, the proof is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 2.16. If H is a bounded interval function 
on [a,b] and g is a continuous function on [a,b] then 
pb pb 
J H(l)dg exists iff a J H(l)dg exists. N 
"^a ' "a 
The final theorem is one which is useful in convergence 
arguments. The proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 2.16. If H is a bounded interval function 
on [a,b] with bound M > 0 and if g is a function of 
bounded variation on [a,bj then j^^H(l)g(l) j  < M • V^g 
for any subdivision D of [a,b]. Thus, if J H(l)dg 




Although Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are existence theorems 
rb 
for Y fdg, neither of these theorems is very helpful for 
an understanding of why a ï integral does or does not 
exist. Therefore, it is desirable to investigate the 
19 
relationships among Y, f, and g which guarantee the 
pb 
existence of Y | fdg. This is one of the primary purposes 
of this dissertation. 
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III. THE Y INTEGRAL FOR 
QUASI-CONTINUOUS INTEGRANDS 
This chapter is concerned primarily with the existence 
nb 
of Y fdg where f is quasi-continuous and g is of 
a 
bounded variation. In this case the existence of- the 
integral can be characterized in terms of the behavior of 
Y on intervals vAiich have a point of discontinuity of f 
as endpoint. 
In order to obtain the main theorems of this and later 
chapters, some preliminary results are given. The first 
theorem of the chapter is a necessary condition for the 
existence of the Y integral and is a basic tool for 
exanples and theorems in the remainder of the dissertation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that f is a function on 
[a,b] and that Y is a choice function on [a,b]. f is 
said to be Y-bounded iff there is an M > 0 such that 
if a<c<d<b then |f[Y(c,d)]| < M. 
The following example shows that there are unbounded 
functions v^ich are Y-bounded for some choice function Y. 
1 EXAMPLE 3.1. For each positive integer n let 
I f(x) = n if X = 0 < X < 1, and let f(x) = x other­
wise. Then f is unbounded on [0,1]. If 0 < c < d < 1, 
21 
let Y(c,d) be an irrational number in (c,d). If M > 1 
and 0 < c < d < 1 then |f[Y(c,d)l| < 1 < M so that f 
is Y-bounded. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that ¥ is a choice function on 
[a,b], that f is a Y-bounded function on [a,b], and 
that g is a function on [a,b]. Each of the following 
b 
^fdg. 
A. At each x € [a,b) for vdiich g(x+) exists, 
g(x+) = g(x) or lim f[Y(x,t)] exists. 
t-%4-
B. At each X € (a,b] for which g(x-) exists, 
g(x-) = g(x) or lim f[Y(t,x)] exists. 
t-*x-
PROOF: Suppose that Y fdg exists. It will be 
••a 
shown that condition B holds. A similar proof can be used 
to show that A holds. 
It follows from Theorem 2.5 that 
lim [f[Y(t,x)][g(x)-g(t)] - f[Y(t,t')][g(t')-g(t)] 
t-*x-
(3.1) 
- f[Y(t',x)][g(x)- g(t')ll =0, t < t' < X 
The expression in the above limit can be rewritten so that 
conditions is necessary for the existence of Y 
22 
the limit becomes 
lim [[f[Y(t,x)] - f[Y(t',x)]][g(x) - g(t')] 
t-»x-
(3.2)  
+ [f[Y(t,x)] - f[Y(t,t')]][g(t') - g(t)]} 
Now assume that g(x-) exists. Since f is Y-bound'ed, 
lim [f[Y(t,x)] - f[Y(t,t')]][g(t')-g(t)] = 0 
t-»x-
By observing how (3.I) is rewritten in the form (3«2) it is 
clear that the limit (3.I) exists if and only if 
lim [f[Y(t,x)] - f[Y(t',x)]][g(x)-g(t')] = 0 (3-3) 
t-*x-
If g(x-) ^  g(x) then one can see from (3-3) that 
lim [f[Y(t,x)l - f[Y(t',x)]] =0, t < t' < x (that is, 
t-'x-
lim f[Y(t,x)] exists). On the other hand, if lim f[Y(t,x)] 
t-*x- t—x-
does not exist it follows from (3.3) and the Y-boundedness 
of f that lim [g(x) - g(t')] =0, t < t' < x (that is, 
t-»x-
g(x-) = g(x)). This completes the proof. 
23 
REMARK 3.1. If g is a function of bounded variation 
on [a,b] then g(x+) exists for each x € [a,b) and 
g(x-) exists for each x € (a,b]. Thus, if f is Y-bound-
ed on [a,b] then each of the following conditions is 
necessary for the existence of Y j fdg. 
A. For each x € [a,b), g(x+) = g(x) or 
lim f[Y(x,t)] exists. 
t-»x+ 
B. For each x € (a,b], g(x-) = g(x) or 
lim f[Y(t,x)] exists. 
t-%-
Before an application of this theorem is given, it is 
interesting to see how a choice function can behave at a 
point. It is seen that an appropriate choice function can 
improve the behavior of a function at a point. On the 
other hand, a function which is reasonably well behaved at 
a point can be caused to "oscillate" with the introduction 
of a choice function. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that Y is a choice function 
on [a,bl and x 6 [a,b]. 
A. {Y(X,t) : X < t} is frequently x iff for each 
5 > 0 there is a t, x < t < x + &, such that 
Y(x,t) = X. 
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B. {Y(x,t) : X < t} is eventually x iff there is 
a & > 0 such that if x<t<x+& then 
Y(x,t) = x. 
A corresponding definition is made for [Y(t,x) : t < x}. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. If Y(c,d) =c, a<c<d<b, then 
[Y(x,t) : x < t} is eventually x for each x € [a,b). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. If a<c<d<b let 
1 Y(c,d) = c + (d - c) 
function. For: 
Sin d - c Now, Y is a choice 
c _< c 4- (d- c) ' sin d - c < c  +  ( d - c )  =  d  
Thus, c < Yfc.d) < d. When d = c + —, d -
— \ — nir 
n = 1,2,"'". Thus Y(c,d) = c + (d-c) • jsin ~ 
1 1 
c = 
c = d — 
(2n- 1)§' 
d — c = 
(2n-l)f 
ntr 
, n = 1,2,' 
nir' 
= c. When 
Thus, 
Y(c,d) = c + (d-c) sxn 
(2n- 1)% 
= c + (d-c) = d. 
It follows that {Y(X,t) : x < t} is frequently x and 
{Y(t,x) : t < x} is frequently x. Notice however that 
{Y(x, t) : X < t] is not eventually x and {Y(t,x) : t < x} 
is not eventually x. 
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If f is continuous at x € (a,b) then it is clear 
that lim f[Y(x, t)] and lim f[Y(t,x)] exist for any choice 
t-'x+ t-*x-
function Y. The following examples show possible effects 
of a choice function at a point where f is not continuous. 
EXAMPLE "5.4. Suppose that f(x+) exists but 
f(x+) ^  f(x) (i.e., f has a discontinuity of the first 
kind on the right at x). If {Y(x, t) : x < t} is eventually 
not X then lim f[Y(x, t)] exists. If {Y(x, t) : x < t} is 
t-%+ 
eventually x then lim f[Y(x, t)] exists. If 
t-*x+ 
{Y(x, t) : X < t} is frequently x but not eventually x 
(as in Example 3'5) then lim f[Y(x,t)] does not exist. 
t-»x+ 
In this last case, a "nice" discontinuity of f is made 
"oscillatory" in lim f[Y(x,t)]. 
t-»x+ 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let f(x) = sin 0 < x < 1 and 
f(0) = 0. Then f has a discontinuity of the second kind 
at 0. If 0 < c < d < 1 let Y(c,d) be defined arbi­
trarily. If c = 0 let ¥(0,d) be the largest number in 
v^ich is < d. Observe that 
fÇ = 1, for each n. Thus lim f[Y(0,t)] = 1. 
(4n-5)f^ t-0+ 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. Let f be as given in Example 5-5* If 
ï(cjd) = ^ 0 < c < d < 1 then lim f[Y(0,t)] does not 
t-*0+ 
exist. If, however, cp is such that {cp(0,t) : 0 < t} 
is eventually 0 then lim f[cp(0,t)] = 0. 
t-0+ 
An interesting consequence of Theorem 1 is that for no 
rb 
choice function Y on [a,b] is it true that Y fdg 
^a 
exists for every Y-bounded function f on [a,b] and 
every function g of bounded variation on [a,b]. In order 
to show this, a lemma about choice functions is needed. 
LEMMA 3.1. There is no choice function Y such that 
{Y(X,t) : X < t} is eventually x for each x € [a,b) and 
{Y(t,x) : t < x} is eventually x for each x € (a,b]. 
PROOF: Suppose that there is a choice function Y 
having the stated property. Let x^ € (a,b). By assumption 
there is an x^, x^^ < x^, such that if t € (x^jx'^] then 
Y(x^,t) = x^. Let = [x^,x£]. Let Xg be the midpoint 
of There is an Xg, x^ < Xg and 
Ixg - Xgl < - x^l, such that if t € [Xg,*:^) then 
Y(t,X2) = Xg. Let Ig = [XgfXg]. Let x^ be the midpoint 
of Ig. There is an x^, x^ < x^ and 
Ix^ - x^l < ^ Ixg - Xgl, such that if t € then 
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= x^. Let = [x^,x^]. 
Let n be a positive integer and assume that for each 
k < n have been chosen. If n is odd let x^ be the 
midpoint of = C^n-l'^n-l^* ^n x^, x^ < 
and Ix^ - x^l < - ^ A-l'' that if t € (x^^x^] 
then Y(x ,t) = X . If n is even let x_ be the 
n n n 
midpoint of I^^i = [Xn_i,Xn-l]' There is an x^, x^ < x^ 
and Ix^ - x^I < %^Xn-l " *A-l'' that if t € [x^^x^^ 
then Y(t,x^) = x^. Let I^ = [x^,x^],[x^^x^^ respectively. 
Thus, a sequence of closed intervals having 
the following properties is obtained; 
1. I^^2 is a proper subset of I^, k = 1,2,••• 
2. lim 11, I = 0 (v^ere |l, | is length of I, ) 
k-^ ^ ^ 
5. a) if n is even and t € [x^,x^) then 
b) if n is odd and t € (x^yx^] then 
ï{x„,t) = %n-
- _ 
Hence, a unique x € PI I, exists. In addition, x is not 
k=l ^ 
an endpoint of I^ for any n. For, if x is an endpoint 
of then X f ^ni+i since Ij^+l ^ proper subset of 
Let a > 0 and consider [x,x + a) 0 [a,b]. Let p 
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be an even positive integer for which < x + a .  Then 
Xp < X < Xp so that Y(x,Xp) = Xp. Since a was arbitrary 
this implies that {Y(x,t) : x < t} is not eventually x. 
This is a contradiction and the proof is completed. 
Let Y be a choice function on [a,b]. It is now 
shown that there is a Y-bounded function f and a function 
g of bounded variation for which Y fdg does not exist. 
"a 
One of the following statements must hold. 
1. There is an x € [a,b) for which {Y(x,t) : x < t} 
is frequently x but not eventually x or, there 
is an X € (a,b] for vAiich {Y(t,x) : t < x} is 
frequently x but not eventually x. 
2. For each x € [a,b), {Y(x,t) : x < t} is 
frequently x iff it is eventually x and, for 
each X € (a.,b], {Y(t,x) : t < x} is 
frequently x iff it is eventually x. 
Another way to state condition 2 is: for each x € [a,b), 
[Y(x,t) : x < t} is eventually x or eventually not x and 
for each x € (a,b], {Y(t,x) : t < x} is eventually x or 
eventually not x. 
Suppose the first part of 1 holds. Let 
1, X = x 
1, X < X < b 
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Since lim f[Y(x,t)] does not exist and g(x+) ^  g(x) it 
t-»x+ 
.b 
follows from Theorem 1 that Y fdg does not exist. A 
Ja 
similar argument yields the desired result if the second 
part of 1 holds. 
Finally suppose that 2 holds. It follows from Lemma ^ .1 
that there is an x € [a,b) such that {Y(x,t) ; x < t} is 
eventually not x or there is an x € (a,b] such that 
{y(t,x) : t < x} is eventually not x. Assume the former 
is true. Then there is a &>0, x<x+6<b, such that 
if t € (x,x + &) then x < Y(x,t). Let t^ € (x,x + 5), 
tg € (x, Y(x, tj^)) n (x,x + and when has been 
selected let t^ € (x, Y(x, ) n (x,x + •^). Let 
,1, if X = Y(x, t„), n odd ,0, a < x < x 
f(x) = { " , g(x) = 
0, otherwise 1, x < x < b 
Since ^^n^n=l converges to x it follows that 
lim f[Y(x,t)] does not exist. In addition g(x) ^  g(x+) 
t-»x+ 
so that by Theorem ^.1, Y fdg does not exist. A similar 
•'a 
argument is applicable in the other case. 
It follows that there is no Y for which Y \ fdg 
•^a 
exists for every y-bounded f and every g of bounded 
variation. However, it is true that if f is a bounded 
function then there is a choice function Y such that 
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fb 
Y fdg exists for every function g of bounded variation, 
•^a 
That the result is true for a given function of bounded 
variation was shown by J. D. Baker. The fact that one Y is 
suitable for every function of bounded variation was shown by 
W. B. Johnson. A proof follows. 
Suppose that f is a bounded function on [a,b]. For 
each subinterval I = [c,d] of [a,b] define Y as 
follows: Y(l) = t € [c,d] such that 
linf[f(x) :x € l] - f(t)l < 111 = d - c. Now suppose g is 
a nondecreasing function on [a,b]. It is shown that 
j,b 
Y I fdg exists. It is well known that the lower Stieltjes 
integral jgfdg exists [1]. Let € > 0 and let be a 
subdivision of [a.,b] for which iD 1 < —. Let D be 
2V^g 
a refinement of such that if ERD then 
jafZg - : X S I^]' g(l^) < ~ . If ERD then 
lEl < IDI < ID^I 
»b I 
J^fdg - S(Y,E,f,g)| 
- Ila^dg - Yg inf[f(x) : X 6 I^] • g(l^) 
+ He : X € 1. 1 . g(l. ) - ^1^) 
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< 2 + |Yg [inf[f(x) : X € - f[Y(I^)]] • g(L^) 
< § + Yg I inf[f(x) : X € ]1 • lg(lj_) i 
= #+ lEl L  lg(ijl 
= "2 + lE| • V^g 
^ I + ^  • ^9 = f + 2 = «• 
fb 
Accordingly, Y fdg exists. 
« a 
Suppose that h is any function of bounded variation. 
Then, there are nondecreasing functions g^jg^ such that 
pb [»b 
h = g^ - gg. By the above result, Y j fdg^ and Y j fdg^ 
exist. It follows from Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 that 
pb 
Y fdg exists. This is the desired result. 
^ a 
A quasi-continuous function on [a,b] is a function 
for v^ich f(x+) exists for each x € [a,b) and f(x-) 
exists for each x €(a,b]. It is a well-known theorem that 
f is quasi-continuous on [a,b] if and only if f is the 
uniform limit of a sequence of step functions on [a,b]. 
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Therefore, Y | hdg where h is a step function and g is 
" a 
of bounded variation will be considered first. The existence 
rb 
theorem for Y fdg where f is quasi-continuous will be 
a 
obtained by use of the convergence Theorem 2.10. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f(x) = a for X = a and let f(x) = ^ 
for a < x < b. Let g be a function of bounded variation 
on [a/b]. Each of the following conditions is sufficient 
pb 
for the existence of Y fdg. 
•J a 
1. f(a)=f(a+) (i.e., a=p). 
2. {Y(a,t) : a < t} is frequently a iff it is 
eventually a. 
3. g(a) = g(a+). 
PROOF: In order that the value of the integral be seen 
it is illuminating to consider the following exhaustive 
list of cases. 
A. f(a) = f(a+) 
B. f(a) ^  f(a+) but {Y(a,t) : a < t} is eventually a. 
C. f(a) ^  f(a+) but {Y(a,t) : a < t} is eventually 
not a. 
D. f(a) ^  f(a+), {Y(a,t) : a < t} is frequently a 
but not eventually a, but g(a) = g(a+). 
Let € > 0. The cases are considered separately. 
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A. Let D be any subdivision of [a,b]. Since 
f(a) = f(a+), S(Y,D,f,g) = a[g(b) - g(a)]. Thus 
rb |S(Y,D,f,g) - a[g(b) - g(a)]l = 0 < € and so Y j fdg 
exists and is a[g(b) - g(a)]. 
B. There is a t^ € (a,b] such that if t € (a,t^] 
then Y(a,t) = a. There is a tg € (a,b] such that if 
t € (a.tg] then lg(a+) - g(t)l <. Let 
t* = minCt^jtg]. Let D = {a,t*,b} and let 




+ •••+f[Y(x^, t*)][g(t*)-g(x^)] 
+f[y(t*,x^)][g(x^)-g(t*)]+••.+f[y(x™,b)][g(b)-g(x^)] 
-a[g(a+)-g(a)]-p[g(b)-g(a+)]I 
= la[g(xj^)-g(a)]+p[g(b)-g(xj_) ] 
-a[g(a+)-g(a)]-p[g(b)-g(a+)]1 
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= Ia[g(x^)-g(a+) ]+p[g(a+)-g(xj_) ] 1 
< lallg(x^)-g(a+)1+lpllg(a+)-g(x^)1 
< + l&l_g < 5. 
2 maxClaUlpl] 2 max[lal,lpl] 
pb 
Thus Y j^fdg exists and is a[g(a+) - g(a)] + p[g(b) - g(a+)]. 
Observe that if g(a+) = g(a) the value is P[g(b) - g(a) 
the same as in A. 
C. There is a t^ € (a,b] such that if t E (a,t^] 
then a < Y(a,t). Let D = {a,t^,b} and let 







= 0 <  e .  
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f.b 
Thus Y I fdg exists and is P[g(b) - g(a)]. 
a 
D. There is a t^ € (a,bl such that if t € (a, t^] 
then lg(t)-g(a) l  <  .  Let D= {a,t^,b} 
2 inax[ l a l ,  I p l  ]  
and let E = {a,x^,—,Xj^,t^,x^, • • •,x^,b} be any refine­
ment of D. Then 
tS(Y,E,f,g)-p[g(b)-g(a)]| 
= If[^(a,x^)][g(x^)-g(a)]+fCY(x^,X2)3[g(x2)-g(x^)] 
+ . • •+f[Y(x^,t^) ][g(t^)-g(x^) ]+• • •+f[Y(x"^,b) ][g(x™)-g(b) ] 
-p[g(b)-g(a)]l 
= 1 f[Y(a,x^) ][g(x^)-g(a) ]+p[g(b)-g(xj_) ] 
-p[g(b)-g(a)]l 
= 1f[Y(a,x^)][g(xi)-g(a)]+p[g(a)-g(x^)]i 
< [ 1 f[Y(a,x^) ] 1 + lpl ]• lg(a)-g(xj_) 1 





Thus Y j fdg exists and is P[g(b) - g(a) ]. This completes 
LEMMA 3.3. Let h(x) = y for a < x < b and let 
h(x) = 9 for X = b. Let g be a function of bounded 
variation on [a,b]. Each of the following conditions is 
sufficient for the existence of Y hdg. 
•Ja 
1. h(b) = h(b-) (i.e., y = 0). 
2. {Y(t,b) : t < b} is frequently b iff it is 
eventually b. 
3- 9(b) = g(b-). 
PROOF; As in Lemma $.2 an exhaustive list of cases 
is given. 
A. h(b) = h(b-) (Y j^hdg = 6[g(b) - g(a)]). 
B. h(b) ^  h(b-) but [Y(t,b) : t < b} is eventually 
pb 
b (Y j^hdg = Y[g(b-) - g(a)] + 0[g(b) - g(b-)]). 
C. h(b) ^  h(b-) but {Y(t,b) : t < b] is eventually 
pb 
not b (Y j^hdg = Y[g(b)-g(a)]). 
D. h(b) ^  h(b-), {Y(t,b) : t < b} is frequently b 
but not eventually b, but g(b) = g(b-) 
(Y J^hdg = Y[g(b) - g(a)]). 
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The proof continues in a manner analogous to the proof of 
Leinma J).2 and therefore is omitted. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let f be a step function on [a,b], let 
Y be a choice function on [a,b], and let g be a 
function of bounded variation on [a,b]. The following 
conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence 
fb 
of Y fdg. 
^ a. 
A. At each X € [a,b), f(x) = f(x+), or 
{Y(x,t) : x < t} is frequently x iff it is 
eventually x, or g(x) = g(x+). 
B. At each x € (a,b], f(x) = f(x-), or 
{Y(t,x) : t < x} is frequently x iff it is 
eventually x, or g(x) = g(x-). 
PROOF: Each of A and B is necessary. Suppose 
rb 
that Y J fdg exists. Since g is of bounded variation, 
g(x+) exists for each x € [a,b) . It now follows from 
Theorem 1 A that A holds. Similarly, g(x-) exists 
for each x € (a/b] so that it follows from Theorem 3-1 
B that B holds. 
The conditions are sufficient. Suppose that each of A 
and B holds. Since f is a step function on [a,b] it 
has only a finite number of discontinuities, each of which 
is of the first kind. Let {x^,'«",x^} be the set of these 
38 
points. It is assumed that if i < j then < x^. Let 
D = {a,x^,•••,x^jb}. Then f is continuous on 
(  ^ J  ^ 2  )  ^  ^ 2 ^  • *  *  *  '  • *  ( ^  ^  '  L e t  x  €  ( a ,  x ^  )  ^ x  6  ( ^ 2 ^  • *  *  *  *  '  
x^^^ € (x^,b). 
It follows from condition A and Lemma $.2 that each 
r^l rx^ 
of Y 1 fdg,Y fdg,•••,¥ fdg exists. It follows 
-a Jxj_ % 
from condition B and Lemma 3-5 that each of 
»^1 »^2 ,%h 
Y 
r r fO 
fdg,Y fdg,•••,¥ fdg exists. Thus, f is Y 
%.l V_2 n+1 X- X^ X^"*"^ 
integrable with respect to g on each of the intervals 
Ca,x^], [x^,x^], [x^jx^], , [x^yX^^l], [x^'''^,b] . 
Accordingly, it follows by induction in Theorem 2.6 that 
Y 1 fdg exists. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be a quasi-continuous function 
on [a,b], let Y be a choice function on [a,b], and let 
g be a function of bounded variation on [a,b]. The 
following conditions are necessary and sufficient for the 
rb 
existence of Y fdg. 
a 
A. At each x € [a,b), f(x) = f(x+), or 
{Y(X,t) : X < t] is frequently x iff it is 
eventually x, or g(x) = g(x+). 
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B. At each X € (a,b], f(x) = f(x-), or 
[Y(t,x) : t < x} is frequently x iff it is 
eventually x, or g(x) = g(x-). 
PROOF: Each of A and B is necessary. Suppose that 
pID 
Y I fdg exists. Since g is of bounded variation, g(x+) 
a 
exists for each x € [a,b). It follows from Theorem 5-1 A 
that A holds. Similarly, g(x-) exists for each 
X € (a/b] so that it follows from Theorem 5.I B that B 
holds. 
The conditions are sufficient. Suppose that each of 
A and B holds. Since f is quasi-continuous, for each 
positive integer n there is a subdivision 
= {a,xj, • • of [a,b] such that if 
x,y f ^ = 0,1, • • •,m(n), then lf(x)-f(y)l < ^  
(where, for notational convenience, x^ = a and 
^m(n)+l ~ • There is no loss in generality in assuming 
that refines for each n = 1,2, 
Since g is of bounded variation, for each n and 
i 6 {0,1,•••,m(n)} there is a y^ € (x^'X^+l) which g 




if(x), X € f(x^+), X 6 i = 0,1, • • •,m(n) X e (Yi/Xi+i)' i = 0,1,...,m(n) 
Now î^n^n-1 converges uniformly on [a,b] to f. 
For, if € > 0 there is a positive integer N such that 
if n > N then < €. Let n > N and let x € [a,b]. 
If X E then f^(xO = f(x) so that 
1 f^(x) - f(x) 1 = 0 < €. If X fe then one of the follow­
ing is true. 
1. there is an i € {0,1,•••,m(n)} such that 
a 6 (x;,yf^ 
2. there is an i € {0,1,•••,m(n)} such that 
s s Cy;,x5^,). 
Suppose 1 is true. There is an x* 6 (Xj^,y^] such 
that if(x^+) - f(x*) 1 < •^. Since x* Ç (x^^xx^^), 
!f(x*) - f(x)1 < ^ . Thus, 
If^(x) - f(x)l = lf(x^+) - f(x)l 
< lf(x^+) - f(x*)l + lf(x*) - f(x)1 
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Suppose 2 is true. There is a y* 6 
such that - f(Y*)l < Since y* € (^i'^i+l^ 
it follows from the definition of D that 
n 
Iffy*) - f(x)l < •^. Thus, 
lfn(x:) - f(x)l = - f(x)l 
< l^(*i+i") - f(y*)l + lf(y*) - f(x)l 
1 1 2  
Thus, if n > N then 1f^(x) - f(x)I < € for each 
X € [a,b]. 
Let p be a positive integer and consider the step 
function f^. If f^ has a discontinuity at z* then 
1. z* g [a . xg,xï.---,xg(p),xP(p)+i = b] or 
2. z* f Cy?,y?,---,y^(p)3. 
In case 1, z* = x? for some i € {0,1,•••,m(p)+l}. If 
fp(x?) ^  fp(x^+) then since fp(x?) = f(x?) and 
fp(x?+) = f(x?+) it follows that f(x?) ^  f(:f+). Since 
condition A of the theorem holds, [Y(x^,t) : x? < t} is 
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frequently x? iff it is eventually x? or g(x?) = g(x?+). 
ThuSj at X?, condition A of Lemma 3»4 holds for f^. 
Similarly, if f^(x?) ^  f^(x?-) then condition B of 
Lemma 3.4 holds for f . 
P 
In case 2, z* = y? for some i € {0,1,'"',m(p)]. 
Since g is continuous at y?, g(y?+) = g(y^) = g(y^-). 
Thus, at y? each of conditions A and B of Lemma 3«4 
is satisfied for f_. 
P 
If z Ç ra,b] and z satisfies neither of conditions 
1, 2 above then f is continuous at z. Accordingly, at 
z each of conditions A and B of Lemma 5*4 is satisfied 
for fp. 
Therefore, the step function f satisfies each of 
P 
conditions A and B of Lemma ^.4. It follows that 
Y f f dg exists. Since p was arbitrary, Y [ f^dg 
J a P «J a " 
exists, for each n. It follows from Theorem 2.10 that 
Y j^fdg exists. This completes the proof. 
The chapter is concluded with three corollaries of 
Theorem 5-2. Since each of these is demonstrated easily 
the proofs are omitted. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If f is continuous on [a,b], g is 
of bounded variation on [a,b], and Y is any choice 
pb 
function on [a,b] then Y fdg exists. Moreover, under 
"'a 
the given conditions, if and are choice functions 
on [a,b] then j fdg = fdg. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that Y is a choice function 
on [a,b]. In order that Y fdg exist for every quasi-
Ja 
continuous function f on [a,b] and every function g 
of bounded variation on [a,b] it is necessary and suffi­
cient that for each x 6 [a,b) {Y(x,t) : x < t} is fre­
quently X iff it is eventually x and for each x € (a,b] 
{Y(t,x) : t < x} is frequently x iff it is eventually x. 
In particular, it follows that if a < c < d < b, 
pb 
implies that c<Y(c,d) <d then Y J fdg exists, where 
f is quasi-continuous on [a,b] and g is of bounded 
variation on [a,b]. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If f is quasi-continuous on [a,b], 
Y is a choice function on [a,b], and g is a continuous 
»b 




IV. Y LIMITS AND THEIR RELATION TO 
EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
The purpose of this chapter is the investigation of 
limits which involve a choice function. These limits are 
implicitly defined by properties called a, b, and c. 
Some of the examples and lemmas of the chapter are interest­
ing in their own right whereas many of the results of the 
chapter are preliminary results for the existence theorem 
of Chapter 5 .  
A useful tool for existence theorems is the decompo­
sition of a function of bounded variation on [a,b] into 
its continuous and break parts. The material on such a 
decomposition is taken from Hildebrandt [19j p.40, p.60] 
and is included for completeness. 
DEFINITION 4.1. B(X,x^;CJD) = 0 for a _< x < x^, 
B(X, x^;c,d) = c for x = x^, and B(xjx^;c,d) = d for 
x^ < X < b. 
o — 
Let g be an arbitrary function of bounded variation 
on [a,b]. If g is discontinuous at x^ and if h is 
defined by h(x) = g(x) - B(x,x^;g(x^) - g(x^-),g(x^+) - g(xQ-)) 
then h is continuous at x . 
o 
Let denote the points of discontinuity of g 
and let B(x,x^) denote 
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B(x,x^;g(x^) - g(x^-),g(x^+) - g(x^-)). 
00 
It follows that Y ( Ig(Xi) - g(Xi-) 1 + lg(x^+) - g(x^) 1 ) < V^g 
i.=l 
00 
and thus ^ b(X,x^) is absolutely and uniformly convergent 
i=l 
00 
on [a,b]. Let gg(x) = ^ B(xjX^). Now, g^ is continuous 
i=l 
at X € [a,b] iff g is continuous at x. If 
g_(x) = g(x) - gpYx) then g_ is continuous at each 
'B\ / 
n 
X F [a,b]. Finally, if G^X*) = ^ B(x,x^) then 
i=l 
[V^(gg - 9%);%=! 0. The function g^ is called the pure 
break function associated with g and g^ is called the 
continuous part of g. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Y is a choice function on 
[a,b], that f is a Y-bounded function on [a,b], and that 
rb 
g is a function of bounded variation on [a,b]. Y fdg 
^a 
j»b pb 
exists iff each of Y fdg and Y fdg„ exists, where 
Ja ^ Ja B 
g^ is the continuous part of g and g^ is the break 
part of g. 
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PROOF: As before let denote the points of 
discontinuity of g, let denote 
B(x,x^;g(x^) - g(x^-),g(x^+) - g(x^-)) for each i, let 
00 n 
9  (x) — ^ b(x,x^), let g^^x) — ^ B(x,Xj^)j and let 
i=l i=l 
9c(x) = 9(x) - 9B(x)• 
pb 
Suppose that Y fdg exists. It follows from Theorem 
a 
5.1 that for each i if g(x^) ^  g(x^+) then 
lim f[y(x.,t)] exists and if g(x.) ^  g(x.-) then 
t-x^+ 
lim f[Y(t,x.)] exists. 
t-Xi-
Let i be a positive integer and suppose that 
g(x^-) = g(Xj_) ^ g(x^+). If g(x^-) f g(x^) then the proof 
proceeds along similar lines. It is now shown that 
pb 
Y j fdB(-,x^) exists. 
Under the assumption that g(x^-) = g(x^) but 
g(x^+) ^  g(x^), B(x,x^) is as follows: 
iO, a < X < x^ 9(%i)-9(Xi-) = 0, x=x^ g(x^+) - gfx^-) = g(x^) - g(Xj^), x^ < x < b. 
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Since g(x.+) ^  g(x.), lim f[Y(x.,t)] exists. Let € > 0, 
^ t-x^+ 
There is a 6 > 0 such that if x^<y<2<x^+Ô<b 
then lfn;(x.,y)] - fCY(x.,z)]l < I j, • 
Let D = {a,x^,y,b}, y < x^ + 6, and let 
E = {a . 
any refinement of D. 
IS(Y,D, f,B(-,Xi))-S(Y,E,f,B(-,x.)) 
= 1 f [Y(Xj_,y) ][B(y,x^)-B(x^,x^) ] 
- ][B(tp^^,x^)-B(x^,x^) 31 
= lf['!'(x^,y) ][g(x^+)-g(x^)]-f[Y(x^tp^^) ][g(x^+)-g(x^) ] 
= 1 (f[^(Xj_,y)]-f[Y(x^,tp^^)])[g(x^+)-g(x^)]l 
< € 
It follows immediately that the Cauchy criterion is satis-
rb 
fied so that Y fdB(-,x. ) exists by Theorem 2.1. 
•ia ^ 
Since i was arbitrary, it follows by induction and 
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^ »b 
Theorem 2-9 that Ï J fdg^ exists (and is ^ ^ j fdB(-,x^)), 
^ i=l ^ 
for each n. Finally, since [V^(gg - 9^^^n=l " ® 
rb 
follows from Theorem 2.11 that Y J fdg^ exists (and is 
lim Y [^fdg ) . 
n-^ ^ 
pb »b 
Since g^ = g - g^ and each of Y j fdg and Y J fdg B 'a t'a 
exists it follows from Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.9 that 
j.b j»b 
Y fdg_ exists. Thus, the existence of Y fdg implies 
«J a ^ ''a 
rb pb 
that of Y J fdg^ and Y J fdg^. 
rb 
The converse is trivial. For if each of Y J fdg^ and 
Y 
* a  
rb rb 
fdg_ exists it follows from Theorem 2.9 that Y fdg 
" a 
exists. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that Y is a choice function on 
[a,b], that f is a Y-bounded function on [a,b], and 
that g is a function of bounded variation on [a/b]. Let 
gg denote the break part of g. The following conditions 
rb 
are necessary and sufficient for the existence of Y J^fdg^. 
A. At each X 6 [a,b), g(x) = g(x+) or 
lim f[Y(x,t)] exists. 
t-»x+ 
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B. At each x € (a,b], g(x) = g(x-) or 
lira f[Y(t,x)] exists. 
t-%-
PROOF: Each of the conditions is necessary. Suppose 
j,b 
Y j^fdgg exists. Since g is of bounded variation, g(x+) 
exists for each x € [a,b). It now follows from Theorem J>.1 
A that A holds. Similarly, g(x-) exists for each 
X € (a,b] so that it follows from Theorem 1 B that B 
holds. 
The conditions are sufficient. Suppose that each of A 
and B holds. Let the notation related to g^ in Theorem 
4.1 be used here. Since A and B are assumed true, it 
pb 
can be shown as in Theorem 4.1 that ¥ J fdB(-,x^) exists 
rb 
for each i. Thus, Y fdg exists for each n. The 
J a, ^ 
rb 
same convergence theorem shows that Y J^fdg^ exists. This 
completes the proof. 
Because of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, the existence 
question for a Y-bounded integrand f and an integrator 
g of bounded variation is reduced to the consideration of 
f being Y-bounded and g being a continuous function of 
bounded variation. Several results for this case are given 
in the remainder of the dissertation. 
In an integral of Stieltjes 1^pe ^J^fdg^ there are 
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two basic problems which, can be considered in an attempt to 
discover when the integral exists. The first problem is 
that of the relationship of the integrand to the integrator 
at points where one of the functions has a "discontinuity." 
The other problem is a quantitative one. How many 
"discontinuities" are allowed if the integral is to exist? 
The first problem is solved for the Y integral in 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. The second problem is more 
difficult and a consideration of it requires a broader 
investigation of "discontinuity." 
The idea of "discontinuity" when a choice function is 
involved is quite different from the usual notion of 
discontinuity of a function. This is seen in Example 2.1 
where a Y integral exists and yet the integrand function 
is everywhere discontinuous. It is shown in Examples $.4, 
5'Si 5«6 that the introduction of a choice function can 
have a rather severe effect on the behavior of a function 
near a point. Yet another indication of the need for a new 
idea of "discontinuity" is the consideration of limits of 
the type lim f[¥(x, t)] in Theorem 4.2. 
t-*x4-
In some existence theorems for Stieltjes type integrals 
rb 
of the form i fdg, where f is bounded and g is a 
J a 
continuous function of bounded variation, it has been shown 
that a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of 
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the integral is that the set of points of discontinuity of 
f be of measure zero with respect to the variation function 
of g [10], [27]. It seems reasonable to try a related 
approach in Y integration. 
The following is an attempt for this. Let 
R^(f) = [x 6 [a,b]: if is a neighborhood of x then 
there is a Y]_ € such that |f(x) - f[Y(y2_,x)]l >-^ or 
there is a y^ € such that |f(x) - f[Y(x,y2)]l > 
Let R(f) = uT_2R^(f) and call R(f) a set of Y-disconti-
nuities of f. A possible theorem is the following. If 
pb 
Ï fdg exists then R(f) has measure zero with respect to 
the variation function of g. Professor J. A. Dyer 
suggested the following counterexample to such a theorem. 
This again indicates that any notion of discontinuity 
related to Y integration should center not on functional 
values of the integrand but on Y-functional values. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let f be the characteristic function 
of the rationals in [a,b] and let g be the identity 
function. If a < c < d < b let Y(c,d) be a rational 
(.b 
number in (c,d). As shown in Example 2.1, Y j^fdg exists. 
For this f, R(f) = {x € [a,b]: x is irrational} and 
this set does not have measure zero with respect to the 
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variation function of g (in this case the variation 
function gives Lebesgue measure on [a,b]). Accordingly, 
the suggested theorem is invalid. 
Some interesting results using the idea of "g-measur-
ing" the "Y-bad" points of f are demonstrable. Before 
they are considered however, a broader investigation of 
"^-discontinuities" is helpful. Therefore, several types 
of limits involving both a function and a choice function 
will now be considered. 
Let f be a function on [a,b] and let Y be a 
choice function on [a,b]. 
DEFINITION 4.2. f has the a-Y property at 
X € (a,b) iff for each € > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that 
if x-&<x^<x2<x<y^<y2<x+ô then 
lf[Y(x^,x2)3 - fCYfyijyg)] < €. 
DEFINITION 4.3. f has the b-Y property on the right 
at X € [a,b) (on the left at x € (a,b]) iff for each 
€ > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that if x _< x^ < x^ < x + & 
and x<y^<y2<x+& (x - 6 < x^ < Xg < x and 
x - 6 < y^ < yg < x) then 1 f [y(xj^,x2) ] - f[Y(yi,y2)]l < €. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. f has the c-Y property on the right 
at X 6 [a,b) (on the left at x 6 (a,b]) iff for each 
€ > 0 there is a S > 0 such that if x < t^ < x + 6 and 
X < tg < X + 6 (x-5<t^<x and x - Ô < tg < x) then 
if[Y(x,t^)] - fCYfXjtg)]! < € (|f[Y(ti,x)]- f[Y(t2,x)]|<e). 
Note that f has the c-Y property on the right at 
X 6 [a,b) iff lim f[Y(x,t)] exists. A similar statement 
t-*X4-
holds for the left case. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. If f has the a-Y property at x then 
f has the b-Y property on each side of x. 
If f > 0 then there is a 6 > 0 such that if 
X - Ô < x^ < Xg .< X < y^ < y^ <x + S then 
1 f[Y(x^,X2) ] - f [YCy^^y^) ]1 < ^ . Let x - 6 < < Zg < x. 
< 1 f[Y(x^,X2) 1-f [Y(y3_,y2) 11 + If 
Thus, f has the b-Y property on the left at x. Simi­
larly, f has the b-Y property on the right at x. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. If f has the b-Y property on the 
right at x € [a.,b) (on the left at x € (a,b]) then f 
has the c-Y property on the right (left) at x. 
This follows inimediately from the definitions. For, 
in the right b-¥ case, x < x^ < < x + & so that by 
letting x^ = x the desired result is obtained. A similar 
argument holds on the left side. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. f can have the b-Y property on each 
side of X but fail to have the a-Y property at x. Let 
X € (a,b) and let f(x) =0, a < x < x and f(x) = 1, 
X  <  X  <  b .  I f  a < c < d < b  l e t  Y ( c , d )  =  ^  ^ For any 
6 ,  i f  a ^ x  -  5  < X 2 < X 2  —  ^  a n d  a  <  x  -  6  <  y ^  <  Y 2  S  ^ 
then IfCYfx^jXg)] - f [Y(yj_,y2) 31 =0. A similar statement 
holds on the right hand side. However, if 
a < x - 6 < x ^ < x 2 < x  a n d  x  <  y ^  <  y ^  < x +  6  <  b  t h e n  
1 f[Y(xj_,x2)] - f[Y(yi,y2)]l = 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. f can have the c-Y property on the 
right at x but fail to have the b-Y property on the right 
at X. A similar statement holds for the left side. For, 
let f be as given in Example 4.4 and if a < c < d < b 
let Y(c,d) = c. For any Ô > 0, if 
x < t ^ < t 2 < x + 6 < b  t h e n  | f [ Y ( x , t ^ ) ]  -  f [ Y ( x , t g ) ] !  =  
|f(x) - f(x)1 =0. On the other hand however. 
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|f[Y(x,t^)] - = lf(x) - f(t^)l = 10 - 11 = 1. 
The previous discussion illustrates one way in which 
the introduction of a choice function changes the usual 
notion of discontinuity. The next example illustrates 
another aspect of this change. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. One could think of a c-Y discontinuity 
of f as a point where f fails to have the c-Y property 
on at least one side. If 0 < c < d < 1 let Y(c,d) = d 
and let f be the characteristic function of the Cantor set 
C on [0,1]. 
If X € C then f[Y(t,x)] = f(x) = 1 for each t < x. 
Thus, lim f[Y(t,x)] exists and is 1. If x t C then 
t-rx-
f[Y(t,x)] = f(x) = 0 for each t < x. Thus lim f[Y(t,x)] 
t-%-
exists and is 0. Therefore, lim f[Y(t,x)] exists for 
t-*x-
each X € (0,1]. 
If X t C then there is a w such that 
[x,w) c [0,1]\C. Thus f[Y(x,t)] = f(t) = 0 whenever 
t 6 [x,w). Accordingly, lim f[Y(x,t)] = 0. There is a 
t-*x+ 
countable set such that if x € C\C^ then x is a 
limit point from each side of C. So, if x € c\c^ there 
is a sequence ^^n^n-1 converging to x such that x^ € C 
and X < x_ for each n. Since C is nowhere dense there 
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is a w € ([0,1]\C) n [XjX + &] for each 5 > 0. Hence, 
f[Y(x,t)] is frequently 0, frequently 1 so that 
lim f[Y(x,t)] does not exist. 
t-»x+ 
If h is any real valued function for which h(x-) 
exists for each x € [a,b] then the discontinuities of h 
are countable. The above f and Y show that this does not 
hold for C-Ï discontinuities. For, f has a left c-Y 
limit at each point but fails to have a right c-Y limit 
at any point of C\Cq, an uncountable set. If C is a 
Cantor type set of positive measure then the same example 
shows that f has a left c-Y limit at each point but fails 
to have a right c-Y limit on a set of positive measure. 
One notion of uniformity of the b-Y property is the 
following. The function f on [a,b] is said to have 
the b-Y property 1-uniformly on [a,b] iff for each 
€ > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that the following statements 
hold. 
1. If x € [a,b), X < x^ < Xg < X + 6, 
X < y^^ < yg <x + 6 then 
lfrY(x^,X2)] - fCYfyi/yg)]! < €. 
2. If X e (a,b], X - 6 < x^ < Xg < X, 
X - 5 < y^ < yg < X then 
|f[Y(x^,x2)] - f[Y(yi,tg)]! < €. 
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This definition of uniformity is perhaps undesirable 
since f can have the b-Y property on each side of each 
point of [a,b] without having the uniform b-Y property 
according to the preceding definition. The following 
example shows this. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let f(x) =0, 0 < x < and f(x) = 1, 
^ < X < 1 and if 0 < c < d < 1 let Y(c,d) = d. It is 
clear that f has the b-Y property on each side of each 
point of [0,1]. However, consider the sequence 
n 1 ^1®° I 
lo - _ , 1 r v^ich converges to -r. For each n, the 6 Lc; n+ij^^l d 
in 2 above associated with % - -j;-, can be at most — 
c n + 1 n + 1 
Thus, there is no "smallest" 5 which works for each x. 
Accordingly, f fails to have the b-Y property 1-uni-
formly. 
If f has the b-Y property 1-uniformly on [a,b] 
then a stronger Y-limit exists. This is shown in the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. If f has the b-Y property 1-uni-
formly on [a,b] then f has the a-Y property at each 
point of [a,b]. If € > 0 let 6 > 0 be the positive 
number of the definition for which 1, 2 hold. Of course, 
at X = a, X = b 1, 2 hold respectively. Let x € (a,b) 
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and consider ^ > 0. Suppose 
6 S 
X - 2 < < ZG < X < < WG < X + "2 . 
Since x - ^  it follows that x + ^  < z^ + 6 so 
that 
^1 "^^2 <^ + "§<2 + 5. 
Since Wg < x + it follows that 
2^ < w^ < Wg < X + "I- < z^ + Ô. 
So, since z^ < z^ < Zg < z^ + 6 and z^ < w^ < Wg < + 5, 
lf[Y(z^,22)] - f[Y(w^,W2)]l < €. Hence f has the a-Y 
property at x. 
A more satisfactory notion of uniformity of the b-Y 
property is the following. The function f on [a,b] is 
said to have the b-T property 2-uniformly on [a,b] iff 
f o r  e a c h  €  >  0  t h e r e  i s  a  s u b d i v i s i o n  D  =  { t ^ , o f  
[a,b] such that if t^_^ < x^^ < Xg < t^ and 
< y^ < ^ 2 - ^i lf[Y(x^,Xg)] - f[Y(yi,yg)]l < €, 
i = 1,2, • • •,n. 
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EXAMPLE 4.9. If f has the b-ï property on each 
side of each point of [a,b] then f has the b-Y property 
2-unifonnly [a,b]. 
Let € > 0. For each x 6 (a,b) there is a 5^ > 0 
such that in (x - &^^x] and in [x,x + 6^) the condition 
for the b-Y property on the left and right respectively 
holds. For X = a there is a 6^ > 0 such that in 
[a,a + 6^) the desired condition on the right holds and 
for X = b there is a 6^ > 0 such that in (b - 6^^b] 
the desired condition on the left holds. Now, 
{(x - 6j^,x + 6x) : X € (a,b) } U {[a, a + 5^), (b - } is 
a relative open cover of [a,b]. Thus, by the Borel theorem, 
there is a finite number of such intervals which cover 
Ia,b]. Denote this collection by {(x^ - 6^,x^ + 
There is no loss in generality in assuming that x^ < x^^^, 
i = 1, ...,n-l. In addition it is assumed that for no i 
is 
(Xi - + 6^) c u(Xj - 5j,Xj + 6j), 
F c {1, • • •,n}\{i}. If this occurred, (x^ - 6<,x^ + 5 
could be deleted from the cover. 
For each i = 1, •••,n-l choose y^ in the inter­
section of (x_ - 5i,x^ + 6^) and (x^^^ - + 5^^^) 
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so that + 5^. Let 
= {a,b} U U 
and denote this subdivision of [a.bl by ft.]?^ . If I. J -1 u "• X i=o 
^i-1 < *2 - ^i' ^i-1 - < Yg - ^i ^hen 
IfCYfx^jXg)] - fCY(y^,y2)]I < €, i = 1, •••,2n. Thus, f 
has the b-Y property 2-unifonnly on [a,b]. 
This last idea of uniformity is closely related to the 
idea of quasi-continuity of a function. In view of the 
last example, it might be reasonable to say that f is 
Y-quasi-continuous on [a,b] provided f has the b-Y 
property on each side of each point of [a,b]. 
In the following definitions f is a function on 
[a,b] and n is a positive integer. 
DEFINITION 4.S. D^(f) is the set of all x € [a,b] 
such that for each 6 > 0 there are t ', t" 6 (x - ô,x + 6) 
such that If(t') - f(t")j > D(f) = U^_^D^(f). 
Notice that D(f) is the set of discontinuities of 
f in [a,b]. 
DEFINITION 4.6. D Cc - Y.f) is the set of all 
—————— n ^ 
X Ç [a,b] for which at least one of the following holds: 
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1. For each 6 > 0 there are t^, t^ with 
X < t^ < tg < X + 5 such that 
| f [ Y ( x , -  f C Y C X f t g ) ] !  >  ^ .  
2. For each 6 > 0 there are t^, tg with 
X - 6 < t^ < tg < X such that 
|f[Y(ti,x)] - f[Y(t2,x)]| > . 
D(c - Y,f) = U%_^D^(c - Y,f). 
DEFINITION 4.7. D^(b - Y,f) is the set of all 
X € [a,b] for which at least one of the following holds: 
1. For each 6 > 0 there are with 
X < x^ < XG <x + 5 and x < <x + 6 
such that IfCYCx^jXg)] - fCYfyi/yg)]! > ^ . 
2. For each 6 > 0 there are 
X - 6 < X^ < *2 — * X - 6 < Y^ < YG .< X 
such that IfCYfx^jXg)] - f[Y(y^,y2)]l > J. 
D(b - Y,f) = U%_^D^(b - Y,f). 
REMARK 4.1. It follows from Example 4.3 that 
D(C - Y,F) C D(b - Y,f). If f is continuous at x then 
f has the b - Y property on each side of x. Thus, 
D(b - Y,f) c D(f) so that D(c - Y,f) c D(b - Y,f) c D(f). 
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LEMMA 4.1. For each positive integer n, - Y,f) 
is a closed set. 
PROOF; Let n be a positive integer and suppose that 
Ç is a limit point of D^^b - Y,f). One of the following 
holds : 
1. There is a sequence D^(b - Y,f) 
converging to Ç such that < Ç for each i. 
2. There is a sequence in D^(b - ï,f) 
converging to | such that § < for each i. 
Suppose 1 is true and let 6 > 0. There is an m 
such that G (ç - 6,ç). Choose 6' such that 
- 6\x^ + 6') C (5 - 6,5). Since x^ € D^(b - Y,f) 
there are x^^Xg/y^/yg € + 6') such that 
If[%(%!,Xg)] - > n there are 
XlfXgfyi/yg ^ (^m ~ such that 
tfCYfx^jXg)] - fCYfyi/yg)] > ^ - Thus, there are x^^Xg^y^^y 
with Ç-&<X^<X2<Ç and 5 - 6 < y^ < y^ < % such 
that IfCYfx^jXg)] - f[?(%!,yg)]! > Hence Ç € D^. A 
similar argument is valid in case 2 is true. Thus, 
D^(b - Y,f) is closed. This completes the proof. 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for 
the existence of a Y integral. If f has appropriate 
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Y properties at the discontinuities of g then Theorem 4.1 
and Theorem 4.2 can be used to make the theorem valid for 
any g of bounded variation. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Y be a choice function on [a,b], 
let f be a Y-bounded function on [a,b], and let g be 
a continuous function of bounded variation on [a,b]. A 
sufficient condition for the existence of Y J^fdg is that 
g*[D(b - Y,f)] = Oj where g* is the outer measure 
generated by the variation function of g. 
PROOF: Let € > 0. There is a positive integer N 
such that < 7—^ . If X € [a,b]\D^(b - Y,f) then 
2[V^g +1] 
there is a 5^ > 0 such that if x < x^ < Xg < x + 6^ and 
X < yj < 72 < % + ^x ^ then 
IfCYCx^jX^)] - fCYty^fyg)]! < "I and if x - 6^ < x^ < x^ < x 
and X - 6^ < < Yg < % with x^fX^jyi^yg ^ [a,b] then 
IfCYCx^jXg)] - f [^(yjL^yg) ] 1 < ^ . 
It is assumed that g*[D(b - Y,f)] = 0. Since 
D^(b - Y,f) c D(b - Y,f) it follows that g*[Dj^(b - Y, f ) ] = 0. 
Thus, there is a sequence {l^]T_^ of open intervals which 
cover D^(b - Y,f) and which has the property that 
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00 
^ where M > 0 is a Y-bound for f. 
i=l 
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that D^^b - Y,f) is a 
closed set. Thus, by the Borel theorem, there is a finite 
subset of which covers D^^(b - Y,f). If 
two intervals of overlap, replace them by their 
union. If (c,d),(d,e) belong to replace these 
two intervals by (c,e). Since g is continuous, 
g*({d}) =0 so that g*[(c,e)] = g*[(c,d)] + g*[(d,e)]. 
Thus, there is no loss in generality in assuming that the 
intervals of are nonoverlapping and nonabutting 
and also, that is to the left of i = 1, •••,p-l. 
P 
Note that ^ g*(J^) < For each i, denote by 
i=l 
(Xi,yi) (v^ere = [a,y^) if a e D^(b - Y,f) and 
Jp = (Xp,b] if b € D^(b - Y,f)). 
Let = [a,xi], = [yp-l'^p]' 
Kp = [y^,b] (K^ and could be degenerate). For each 
i = 0,'"',p, every point of is in [a,b]\DQ.(b - Y,f) 
(provided K^,K^ are nondegenerate). For each i and 
X 6 let 6^ be the number given at the beginning of the 
proof. Then {(x - 6^.,x + 6^) : x € K^} is an open cover 
of K^. There is a finite subcollection F^ of these open 
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intervals which cover Let 
Di = U {x : (x - Ô^,x + ô^) € F^} 
U {x - ô^,x + 5^ 6 : (x - 6^,x + 6^) € F^} 
(Yq denotes a and denotes b) . 
Denote as {t?,•••,t^^} for each i (where 
t? = • Now is a subdivision of 1 ^ 1' 1 
i = 0,•••,p. For each i = 0,•••,p, if t^"^ < x^ < < t^ 
and ti'l < Yi < Yg < then 1 f [Y (x^,Xg) ] - f (Yi^Yg) ] 1 
for each j = 1,'"',m(i). For each i = 0,''',p let 
Lij = [t^"^,t?], j = 1, •••,in(i). 
Let D = [a,b} U (uP_Qp^), a subdivision of [a,b]. 
Suppose that E refines D. For each i = 0,•••,? and 
corresponding j = 1,''',m(i), the symbol ^ is used 
EHLi-
to indicate summation over those closed subintervals 
L. of L. . which are determined by the points of E ijK ij 
belonging to L. .. Then, U L. ., = L. .. The symbol ) 
' EOL,. 4. 
is used to indicate summation over those closed subintervals 
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of which are determined by the points of E 
belonging to J.. Then U J. = J. 
^ EHJ^ ^ 
|S(Y,D,f,g)- S(Y,E,f,g)| 
P m(i) p 
irrO j = l i=l 
P ni(i) p Ï 1 I I I f[Y(Jiq)]9(Jig) 
i=o j=l EflL^j i=l EHJ^ 
P  r n ( i )  
III (f[ï{L )]-f[»(L )])g{L ) 
i=o j=l EHL^j 
P 




^ ï 1 l 
i=o j=l EHL^j 
+ Î I |f[ï(Ji)]- f[Y{Jiq)]l lg(Jiq)l 
i=l EHJ^ 
P m(i) p 
• = 1 1  I  I  l 9 ( L i i k ) l +  2 "  I  I  I s ( J i g )  
i=o j=l EflL^j i=l EflJ^ 
< I + I = e. 
It follows immediately that the Cauchy criterion is satisfied 
pb 
so that Y fdg exists by Theorem 2.1. This completes the 
proof. 
Unfortunately, the sufficient condition given in this 
theorem is not necessary. This is demonstrated in the next 
example. The choice function used in the example is taken 
from an example in [151- The b-Y property is first 
introduced in this dissertation so that the use of this 
choice function relative to the b-ï property is original 
here. 
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EXAMPLE 4.10. Let be the rational numbers 
in [a,b] and let be a sequence of irrational 
numbers such that ir^ - q^i < —Define the choice 
function Y as follows : 
fp + a if p + g 2 ' 2 
p + a if p + a 
) ^ ' 2 -
Uj ,  if p + q 2 ~ 
•3 " jP 
:. , and q. - P > -j 
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Let f be the characteristic function of the rationale in 
[a,b] and let g(x) = x. 
Let X € [a,b) and let & > 0 be such that x + 6 < b 
Choose a rational number r € (x,x + s ) .  There is an n 
such that r = r^. Let a = ^  min[r^ - x,x + 6 - r^, r^l" 
and consider (r^ - a., r^+a). Then (r^ - a, r^ + a) c (x,x + 0) 
and (r^ +a) - (r^ - a) = 2a Thus, Y(r^ - a,r^ + a) = r^. 
5 
Choose an irrational number y € (x, x+ 0) and let p be 
such that (y-p,y + p) c;(x,x+ô). Then, V(y-p,y+p) = y. 
Thus 1 f [ï(r^-a,r^+a) - f [Y(y - P,y + P) 11 = 1. Since 6 
was arbitrary it follows that f fails to have the b-Y 
property on the right at x. It can be shown in a similar 
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manner that f fails to have the b-Y property on any side 
of any point of [a,b]. Thus, g*[D(b - Y,f)] ^  0. 
However, Y | fdg does exist [15]• Let € > 0 and 
••a 
let n be a positive integer such that ^ < €. Let 
2 • 5 
D = {a = t^,''',t^ = b] be a subdivision of [a,b] such 
that IDI < It is assumed for convenience that m > n. 
5 
Let E be a refinement of D and consider 
Y where are the 
E 
intervals comprising E. Since f[Y(v^_^,v^)] is either 0 
or 1, the above sum becomes ^ [v^ - ] where F 
F 
denotes those indices for which f[Y(v^_^,v^)] = 1. In order 
that f [Y(v^_^, v^) 3 = 1 it must be the case that 
Since |D| < 
d. K ^ J. J-
r^, •••,r^ could be chosen. The associated intervals are of 
length < — since ID| < The maximum number of re-
5 5 
maining intervals which could enter the sum as nonzero terms 
is m - n. Thus, 
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m 
X  < n . ^ +  1 i  
^ k=n+l ^  
*= " • i + I i 
5 fen+1 5 
= n ' < €. 
5 2-5 2-5 
J3 
So, Y fdg exists (and is O) but g*[D(b - Y,f)] 0, 
Although f fails to have the b-Y property at any 
point of [a,b], it is interesting to note that f has 
the c-Y property almost everywhere (Lebesgue) on [a,b], 
To show this, let 
^ = "i=l "j=l (::: • = "1=1 
where 
= "j=i 
Now A has Lebesgue measure zero. For, if € > 0 there 
VI f is a positive integer n such that ) —r < The 
^ oJ c j=n 
Lebesgue measure of A^ is less than or equal to 
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Since A c A^ it follows that the Lebesgue measure of A 
is less than €• Since € was arbitrary the Lebesgue 
measure of A is zero. 
Let X € [a,b]\A. There is an i such that x t A^. 
Hence x t (r. - r. + -^) for ] > i. Let 6 > 0 be 
3 2^ ] 2 
such that (x,X + 6) n {r^,'"',r^_^] = 0. Then 
I X - r . I  >-^ > for each r. € (x,x + ô )  . Thus, if 
D 2^ 5^ 
t € (x,x +6) then Y(x, t) = if ^ ^ ^  = r^ and 
Y(x, t) = ^ 2 ^  if ^ 2 ^  is irrational. Hence 
f['f(x, t)3 = 0 so that lim f[Y(x, t)] = 0. Similarly 
t-rx+ 
lim f[Y(x,t)] = 0. Since A has Lebesgue measure zero, f 
t-tx-
has the c-Y property on each side of almost every point 
of [a,b]. 
The chapter is concluded with a discussion of upper 
and lower Y integrals. These integrals are defined in a 
manner similar to that used for upper and lower Darboux 
integrals. 
Suppose that f is a bounded function on [a,b] and 
g is a nondecreasing function on [a,b]. In the theory of 
Riemann-Stieltjes integration it is shown that the Riemann-
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Stieltjes a integral a 1 fdg exists if and only if the 
Ja 
upper and lower Darboux integrals have the same value 
[1, p.206]. If upper and lower Darboux type Y integrals 
are considered it is natural to ask what relationship exists 
between these and the Y integral as previously defined. 
For the remainder of the chapter it is assumed that Y 
is a choice function on [a,b], that f is a Y-bounded 
function on [a,b] and that g is a nondecreasing function 
on Ca,b]. If I = [c,d] c [a,b] let 
Mj = sup[f[Y(tt")] : t',t" E I] 
and 
m^ = inf[f[Y(t',t") ] : t\t" € I]. 
DEFINITION 4.8. If D = fa = t , t, . • • • .t = bl is a 
w o' 1 ' n 
subdivision of [a,b] and I^ = [t^_2,t^] i = 1,•••,n let 
U(Y,D,f,g) = L(Y,D,f,g) = Ji=i ^ I.^i^ * 
Since f is Y-bounded it follows that inf[U(Y,D,f,g)] 
D 
and sup[L(Y,D,f,g)] are finite (where the supremum and 
D 
infimum are taken over all subdivisions of [a,b]). 
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The following lemma is proved in a manner similar to 
that of the corresponding result for the Riemann-Stieltjes 
case [1, p.204]. Thus the proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.2. If D, E are subdivisions of [a,b] and 
ERD then 
1. u(Y,E,f,g) < U(y,D,f,g) and 
2. L(Y,D,f,g) < L(Y,E,f,g). 
DEFINITION 4.9. Y Tfdg = inf[U(Y,D,f,g)], 
pb a D 
- =fdg = sup[L(Y,D,f,g)]. 
Ja D 
If I = [c,d] let = sup[f(x) : x € I] and let 
m^ = inf[f(x) : x 6 I]. Since {Y(t',t") : t',t" € 1} c I 
V y 
it follows that m^ _< < M^. According to standard 
notation, let u(D,f,g) = ^  g(l^) and 
D i 
L(D, f,g) = g(l^) . In addition, notice that 
D ^ 
m£ < f[Y(l)j < M£. It follows immediately that 
L(D,f,g) <L(Y,D,f,g) <S(Y,D,f,g) < U(Y,D,f,g) <U(D,f,g). 
Recall that f^fdg = inf [u(D, f, g) ] and 
•'a D 
pb 
J^fdg = sup[L(D,f,g)] (unless f is assumed to be bounded, 
these could be infinite). The following lemma is easily 
shown using the techniques of [1, p.205]. Therefore the 
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proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.3. J^fdg < Y j^fdg < Y J^fdg < J^fdg. 
DEFINITION 4.10. If Y J^ fdg = Y J^ fdg then f is 
said to be Y-Darboux integrable with respect to g on 
pb 
[a/b]. The common value is denoted fdg. 
The next theorem is quite similar to a corresponding 
theorem for Riemann-Stieltjes integration and its proof is 
along the same lines [1, p.206]. Thus, the proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 4.4. y Ffdg exists iff for each € > 0 
D J a 
there is a subdivision D of [a/b] such that if E 
refines D then 0 <u(Y,E,f,g) - L(Y,E,f,g) < €. 
It was mentioned earlier that the Riemann-Stieltjes a 
integral a fdg exists if and only if the upper and lower 
^a 
Darboux integrals j^fdg and j^fdg are equal. In the 
Y-Darboux case, only half the result is true and this is 
given in the following theorem. The chapter is concluded 
with a counterexample for the converse. 
cb pb 
fdg exists then Y i 
a J a 
exists and the two are equal. 
p
THEOREM 4.6. If fdg 
•U i) J 
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rb 
PROOF: Suppose that exists and let 6 > 0. 
rb rb 
Then Y j^fdg = Y J^fdg. Recall that for any subdivision 
D of [a,b], L(Y,D,f,g) < S(Y,D,f,g) < U(Y,D,f,g). It 
follows from Theorem 4.4 and the definition of upper Y 
integral that there is a subdivision E of [a,b] such 
that if F refines E then 0 < U(Y,F,f,g) - L(Y,F,f,g) < 
and 0 < U(Y,F,f,g) - Y jgfdg < 
nb 
Y Ja fdg - S(Y,F,f,g) 
pb 
< lYg J^fdg - U(Y,F,f,g)l + |U(Y,F,f,g) - S(Y,F,f,g) 
< lï Tfdg - U(ï,F,f,g)| + |U(»,F,f,g) - L(Y,F,f,g) 
< I + I = 6. 
f-o pb 
Thus, Y jgfdg exists and is Yq j^fdg. This completes 
the proof. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. If Y f fdg exists it does not neces-
a 
pÎD 
sarily follow that Y^ J fdg exists. Let Y, f, 
be as given in Example 4.10. It was shown in that example 
pb 
that Y I fdg exists. 
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Let D = fa = t. ,tT,''',t_ = b} be a subdivision 
o 1 in •" 
of [a,b]. Consider = [t^_^,t^] and pick a rational 
number in (t^_^,t^). There is an index j such that this 
rational number is r .. Let y = ^ in[r . - t. . ,t. - r 
J ^ J 1 J 2,^3 
and let = [r^ + y1* Then Jj c and 
Y(Jj) = rj so that = sup[f[Y(t',t")] : t',t" € = 1. 
Now let X be an irrational number in (t^_^,t^) and let 
Y ' = ^ min [x - t^_^, t^ - x] . If K = [x - Y ', x - Y ' 1 then 
K c and Y(K) = x so that 
m^ = inf[f[Y(t',t")] : t',t" € I-] = 0. 
•^i ^ 
It follows that U(Y,D, f, g) = b - a and L(Y,D, f,g) = 0 
so that Ï jgfdg = 0 and Y ^^fdg = b - a. Accordingly, 
fb does not exist. 
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V. CHOICE FUNCTIONS HAVING 
THE DARBOUX PROPERTY 
In this chapter the Y integral is considered for 
choice functions having the Darboux property. Some proper­
ties of such choice functions are investigated and then 
rb 
an existence theorem is given for Y j^fdg, where Y has 
the Darboux property, f is bounded, and g is of bounded 
variation. By using this theorem it is shown how Y inte­
grals are related to other integrals such as the Riemann-
Stieltjes integral. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A function f has the Darboux property, 
abbreviated DP, on [a,b] iff the following statement 
holds: if f(x') < § < f(x") then there is an r\ between 
X ' and x" for which f(ri) = Ç. 
This is a stronger property than the intermediate value 
property which requires that a function must take every 
value between any two of its values. A function has the 
Darboux property on [a,b] if and only if it has the 
intermediate value property on every closed subinterval of 
[a,b]. 
One might wonder how this property is related to con­
tinuity. It is clear that every continuous function on 
[a,b] has the Darboux property on [a,b]. However, a 
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function on [a,b] having the Darboux property there need 
not be continuous. Lebesgue has given an example of a 
function on [0,1] which has the Darboux property on [0,1] 
but which is nowhere continuous in [0,1] [25, p.97]. 
The next lemma is a key lemma for the existence theorem 
of this chapter. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f be a function on [a,b] which has 
the DP. Suppose [p,g] is a subinterval of [a,b] such 
that 
1. if p _< X < q then x < f(x) < q and 
2. f(p) < f(q). 
If f(p) < Ç < f(q), where p < $ < q, then for each 
6 > 0 there is an € > 0 such that if 0 < € ' < € and 
x^,xj Ç + €'), x^ < Xj, then there exist 
tj_,tj € (p,q), t^ < tj, such that f(t^) = x^, f(tj) = x^, 
and 1t^ - tj1 < 6. 
PROOF: Let 6 > 0 and let a = sup[x € [p, ?] : f(x)_<§]. 
The set over which the supremum is taken is nonempty since 
f(p) < §. 
Let 0 < 6' < min[q-a,-^] so that a + 6' < q. If 
§ < a + S' then it follows by hypothesis that 
Ç < a + 5' < f(a + 5'). If a+5'_<? then by definition 
of a, Ç < f(a + 6'). Also by definition of a, there is 
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a n  x 6 ( a - b ',a3 such that f(x) _< §. Let 
€ = f(a + Ô') - § >0, let 0 < €' < €, and suppose that 
Xi^Xj € (?,? + €'), x^ < Xj. Now 
f ( x )  < ?  < x ^ < X j < §  +  € '  < 5  +  6  =  f ( a  +  6 ' ) ,  
where x < a + 6'. 
Since f has the DP there is t^ € (x,a + 6') such 
that f(t^) = x^. Then, f(t^) = x^ < Xj < f(a + &'), 
where t^ < a + 5'. Thus, since f has the DP there is 
tj € (t^,a+ 6') such that f(tj) = Xj. Then, 
t^,tj € (x,a +6') and (a+ &') - x <a+ 6' - (a- 6') 
= 2Ô' < 5 so that |t^ - tjl <6. Also, t^ < tj. This 
completes the proof. 
The dual lemma is now given. The proof is omitted 
since it is similar to that of Lemma $.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f be a function on [a,b] which has 
the DP. Suppose [p,q] is a subinterval of [a,b] such 
that 
1. if P < X _< q then p < f(x) < x and 
2. f(p) < f(q). 
If f(p) < Ç < f(q), where p < Ç < q, then for each 
Ô > 0 there is an € > 0 such that if 0 < €' < € and 
x^,xj 6 (Ç - €',?), x^ < Xj, then there exist 
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t^jtj € (p,q), < ty such that f(t^) = f(tj) = x^, 
and |t^ - tjl < Ô. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Suppose that Y is a choice function 
on [a,b]. The statement that Y has the Darboux property, 
abbreviated DP, on [a,b] means that each of the following 
statements is true: 
1. If X f [a,b) then the function f- on [x,b] 
has the DP on [x,b], where f-(t) = Y(x,t). 
2. If 2 € (a,b] then the function g- on [a,z] 
has the DP on [a,z], where g-(t) = Y(t,z). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. If a<p<q<b and = P then 
has the DP on [a,b']. If Ygfpjg) = ^  ^ then Yg 
has the DP on [a,b]. 
DEFINITION 5."5. The choice function Y on [a,b] is 
called an interior choice function on [a,b] provided 
a < p < q ^  b implies p < Y(p,q) < q. 
If Y(p,q) = ^ 2 ^  then Y is an interior choice 
function. In fact, if Y*(p,q) = ap + (1 - a)q where 
0 < a < 1 then Y* is an interior choice function. A 
choice function of the type Y is called a convex choice 
function. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that Y is an interior choice 
function on [a,b] which has the DP and that f is a 
function on [a,b]. For each x € [a,b) lim f(t) exists 
t-x-h 
iff lim f[Y(t,x)] exists and for each x € (a,b] lim f(t) 
t-*x+ t-rx-
exists iff lim f[ï(t,x)] exists. 
t-*x-
PROOF: Suppose that x 6 [a,b) and that lim f(t) 
t-»x+ 
exists. Since Y is interior it follows immediately that 
lim f[Y(x,t)] exists. 
t-»x+ 
Now assume that lim f[Y(x,t)] exists and let € > 0. 
t-'x+ 
There is a & > 0 such that if x < t^ < tg < x + 6 then 
!f[Y(x,t^)] - f[Y(x,tg)]! < €. Since Y is interior 
X < Y(x,x + 6) < X + 6. Let 6' = Y(x,x + ô) - x and let 
x<t<x+ 5' = Y(x,x + &) < x + 6. Then, 
x < Y(x,t) < t < Y(x,x + 0). Since Y has the DP, there 
is an T], t < T] < X + Ô, such that Y(x, t]) = t. 
Thus, if x < t ' < t" < x + 5 • = Y(x,x + 0) then 
there are t]', t]", where x < t' < -q ' <x+5 and 
x < t" < ri" < x + 6, such that Y(x, ti') = t ' and 
Y (x, r|") = t". Then 
If(t') - f(t") I = |f[Y(x,Ti')] - f[Y(x,ri")]| < € 
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since T|\ T]" € (x,x + 6). Hence, lim f(t) exists. 
t-x+ 
Similarly, if x € [a,b) the existence of lim f(t) 
t-»x-
implies that of lim f[Y(t,x)] and the existence of 
t-»x-
lim f[Y(t,x)] implies that of lim f(t). This completes 
t-»x- t—x-
the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that Y is an interior choice 
function on [a,b] which has the DP. If f is a function 
on [a,h] which has the c-Y property on the right at 
X € [a,b) (on the left at x € (a,b]) then f has the 
b-Y property on the right at x (on the left at x). 
PROOF: Assume that f has the c-Y property on the 
right at x. Then lim f[Y(x,t)] exists so that by Lemma 
t-XH-
5.5J lim f(t) exists. Since Y is interior, it is clear 
t-»x+ 
that the existence of lim f(t) implies that f has the 
t-*x+ 
b-Y property on the right at x. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose that Y is an interior choice 
function on [a,b] which has the DP and that f is a 
function on [a,b]. Then, D(b - Y,f) = D(c - Y,f). 
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PROOF: It follows from Example 4.3 that 
D(c - Y,f) c D(b - Y,f). If X € D(b - Y,f) then f fails 
to have the b-y property on at least one side of x. It 
then follows from Corollary ^,1 that f fails to have the 
c-Y property at x and hence x € D(c - %,f). Thus 
D(b - Y,f) c D(c - Y,f) so that D(b - Y,f) = D(c - Y,f). 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose that Y is a choice function on 
[a,b] which has the DP and that f is a function on 
[a,b]. Then, D(f)\D(b - Y,f) is countable. 
PROOF; The set D^(f) of discontinuities of f which 
are of the first kind is countable. It is now shown that 
D(f)\D^(f) c D(b - Y,f). 
Let X' 6 [a,b) and let 6 > 0. Suppose that 
X' <§<x'+ô (it is assumed without loss of generality 
that X' + S < b). Two cases are considered in showing 
that there is a subinterval I of [x',x' + 6) such that 
%(l) = ?. 
1. For some x € [x',s) and y € (?,x' + 6), 
Ç < Y(x,y). If Ç = Y(x,y) the desired result is estab­
lished. If Ç < Y(x,y) then choose x € (x,Ç) so that 
Y(x,x) _< X < Ç < Y(x,y). Since Y has the DP there is 
an T), X < T] < y, such that Y(x, ri) = Ç. 
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2. For some x € [x',5) and y € (?,x' + 6), 
Y(xjY) < Ç- Choose y € (Ç,y) so that 
Y(x^y) < Ç < y < Y(y,y). since Y has the DP there is an 
•q', X < T|' < y, such that Y(n',y) = g. 
In a similar manner it can be shown that if x' € (a,b], 
5 > 0, and x' - 6 < Ç < x' then there is a subinterval 
I of (x' - 6,x'] such that Y(l) = Ç. 
Let X € D(f)\D^(f). It follows that f has a dis­
continuity of the second kind from the right at x or from 
the left at x. The right case is considered and as usual 
the other case is handled in a similar manner. There is an 
€ > 0 such that for each 6 > 0 there exist 
t',t" € (x,x +5) such that If(t') - f(t")| > €. It 
follows from the first part of the proof that there exist 
Vi^VgjWi^Wg € [x,x + 6) such that = t ' and 
^(w^^wg) = t". Then IfCYfv^jVg)] - f[Y(w^,Wg)]| > €. 
Accordingly x € D(b - Y, f) . Thus D(f)\D^(f) c; D(b - Y,f). 
Then, 
D(f)\D(b - Y,f) c: D(f)\[D(f)\D^(f)3 
which implies that 
D(f)\D(b - Y,f) cD(f) n D^(f) = D^(f). 
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since D^(f) is countable, D(f)\D(b - Y,f) is countable. 
This completes the proof. 
For the following lemma suppose that Y is a choice 
function on [a,b] and that f is a function on [a,b]. 
Let n be a positive integer and let (1), (2) denote con­
ditions 1, 2 respectively of Definition 4.?. Let 
Dn(b-y,f,+) = {x € D^(b-ï,f) : (l) holds, (2) does not hold}, 
D^(b-Ï,f,-) = {x € D^(b-V,f) : (2) holds, (l) does not hold}. 
LEMMA S.5. Each of D^(b-y,f, + ) and D^(b-Y,f,-) 
is countable. 
PROOF: Consider D^(b- Y,f,-). If x belongs to this 
set then there is a 6^ > 0 such that if 
v',v",w',w" € [x,x + 6^) then 1 f [Y(V, v") ] - f [Y(w',w")ll< n* 
Now suppose that x,y 6 D^(b-Y,f-), x < y, and 
[x,x + 6^) n [y,y + S ) 7^ 0. Then x < y < x + 6^. 
Let 6 = ^ (y - x). Since y € D^(b-y,f,-) there are 
t',t",u',u" f (y - 6,y] such that 
lf[V(t',t")] - f[Y(u',u")]| > This is not possible since 
(y - 6,y] c [x,x + 6^) and if v',v",w',w" € [x,x + 6^) 
then lf[Y(v',v")3 - f[Y(w',w")]l < ^ . Hence 
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[x,x + 6^) n [y,y + Gy) =0. 
Accordingly 
D*(b - = [[x,x + 6^) : X € D^(b -
is a collection of disjoint intervals and so is countable 
(pick a rational number in each interval). It follows that 
D^(b - Y,f,-) is countable since there is a one to one 
correspondence between D*(b - Y,f,-) and D^(b - Y,f,-). 
Similarly, D^^b - Y,f,+) is countable. This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let E^(b - Y,f) be that subset of 
D^(b - Y,f) such that x € E^(b - Y,f) iff each of con­
ditions 1, 2 of Definition 4.7 hold for x. Then 
D^(b - ¥,f)\E^(b - Y,f) is countable. 
PROOF: If X € D^(b - Y,f)\E^(b - Y,f) then 
x € D^^b - Y,f,+) or x € D^^b - Y,f,-) so that 
D^(b - Y,f)\E^(b - Y,f) c D^(b - Y,f, + ) U D^(b - Y,f,-). 
It follows that D^^b - Y,f)\E^(b - Y,f) is countable. This 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If g is a continuous nondecreasing 
function on [a,b] then D^^b - Y,f) has g-measure zero 
iff E^(b - Y,f) has g-measure zero. 
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PROOF: D^(b- Y,f) = E^(b- Y,f) U [D^(b - Y,f)\E^(b- Y,f)]. 
By Corollary 5.5* D^(b - f )\Ej^(b - Y, f ) is countable and 
so has g-measure zero. The desired result now follows and 
this completes the proof. 
THEOREM S.l. Suppose that f is a bounded function on 
[a,b], that g is a function of bounded variation on [a,b], 
and that Ï is a choice function on [a,b] vAiich has the 
Darboux property. The following conditions are necessary 
pb 
and sufficient for the existence of Y fdg. 
«J a 
A. (a) For each x € (a,b], g(x+) = g(x) or 
lim f[Y(x,t)] exists. 
t-»x+ 
(b) For each x € [a,b), g(x-) = g(x) or 
lim f[Y(t,x)] exists. 
t-»x-
B. g*[D(b-Y,f)] = 0, where g* is the outer vari­
ation function of g^, the continuous part of g. 
PROOF: It follows from Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and 
Theorem 4.3 that conditions A and B are sufficient to 
pb 
insure the existence of Y 1 fdg for any choice function 
Y. It follows from Theorem 5•1 that condition A is 
necessary for the existence of Thus, it remains 
to be shown that condition B is necessary. 
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pb 
Assume that Y fdg exists. Since condition B 
J a 
treats the continuous part of g, and since the 
pb 
fdg implies that of Y J fdg^ it will be 
assumed for notational convenience that g is continuous 
(i.e., g = g^). Moreover, in view of Theorem 2.15 there is 
no loss of generality in assuming that g is nondecreasing. 
In this case, if I = [c,d] c [a,b] then the variation of 
g over I is g(l) = g(d) - g(c). If S c [a,b] then 
00 
g*(S) is inf^ ^  g(l^) : is a sequence of intervals 
i=l 
covering sj-. Since g is continuous these intervals may 
be open, closed, or semi-open. 
Suppose that g*[D(b - Y,f)] >0. Now, 
D(b - Y,f) = D^(b - Y,f) so that 
0 < g*[D(b - Y,f)] = g*[u"^]_D^(b - Y,f)] 
00 
< Y g*[D^(b - Y,f)]. 
i=l 
Thus, there is a positive integer n such that 
g*[D^(b - Y,f)] >0. 
Let D (f) and D (f) denote the discontinuities of 
f of the first and second kind respectively. Let 
En(b - Y,f) be the set introduced in Corollary 5-5 and let 
existence of Y 
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E*(b - Y,f) = E^(b - ¥,f) n 
D^(b -Y,f)=E^(b-Y,f)U [D^(b - Y, f ) \E^(b - Y,f)] 
= [E^(b- Y,f) nD(f)] U [D^(b- Y,f)\E^(b- Y, f ) ] 
= [Ej,(b- Y,f) n (D^(f) UD^(f))] U [D^(b- Y,f)\E^(b- Y,f)] 
= [E^(b- Y,f) nD^(f)]U [Ej^(b-¥,f) nD^(f)] 
U [D^(b-Y,f)\E^(b- Y,f)] 
Since D^(f) is countable, E^(b-Y,f) (1 D^(f) is 
countable. It follows from Corollary 5.5 that 
Dn(b - Y,f)\E^(b - f) is countable. Thus, 
g*[E*(b-Y,f)] = 9*[D^(b- Y,f)] > 0. 
For notational convenience, E*(b-Y,f) and D^(b-'y,f) 
will hereafter be denoted as E* and respectively. 
9*(Dn) pb 
Let € be such that 0 < € < ' . Since Y j^fdg 
exists there is a subdivision D = {a = t^^t^,''',t^ = b} 
such that if E, F refine D then 
lS(Y,E,f,g) - S(Y,F,f,g) | < 6. 
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since g is continuous on [a.,b] it is uniformly 
continuous there. Thus, there is 6, 
0 < 5 < -^ itiin[t^ - t^_^ : i = 1, such that if 
€ [a,b], X < y, and Ix - yl <6 then 
9*(D ) 
9( 
Let = [a,a + y), = (t^ - for 
1 = 1,'"'/m-l, = (b - ^ jb]. These intervals are disjoint 
and nonabutting and the length of each is less than &. 
g*(D ) 
Thusj g(lj_) < x"] for each i = 0, and 
in 
i=o 
9*(D^J = g*(D^ n [a,b]) 
in m 
= 9*[D_ n [( U I-) U ([a,b]\ U I.)}] 
i=o ^ i=o ^ 
m , m 
= 9*[{Dn n ( U I.)} U {D^ n ([a,b]\ U 1^)}] 
i=o i=o 
m 
< g*[D n ( u I.)] + 9*[D n ([a,b]\ u i.)] 
i=o ^ ^ i=o 1 
m m 





< 2, 9*(Dn n I.) + g*[Dn n ([a,b3\ u I.)] 
i=o ^=° 
H m 
< I 9*(li) + 9*[D^ n ([a,b]\ U 1^)] 
i=o 
^ m 
= 2. + 9*[Dn n ([a,b]\ U I^)] 
i=o i=o 
9*(D ) m 
< 4 + 9*[Dn n ([a,b]\ U I^)] 
i=o 
It follows that 
-, m 
0 < ;^ g*(D^) < g*[D^ P, ([a,b]\ u l^)]. 
i=o 
For notational convenience let n (Ca,b]\ U 
m 
i=o 
Let --- [t^_^ + i = 1, Then 
mm m 
[a,b]\ U I. = U J. and F c U J.. 
i=o 1 i=l 1 ^ i=l ^ 
It follows from the definition of g* that there is a 
sequence of relative open intervals which cover F^ 
and such that 
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0 < Y 9*(Ki) - 9*(Fn) ^  ^  9*(Dn) 
i=l 
m m 
Since F c U J- it can be assumed that K. c U J. 
" i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ 
for each j. 
m m 
Since U is open in [a,b], [a,b]\ U is 
i=o i=o 
closed. It was shown in Lemma 4.1 that D is closed. 
n 
Thus, n ([a,b]\ U I^) is closed. 
m 
i=o 
It follows from the Borel cover theorem that there is 
a finite subcollection of the open intervals 
which covers F . Such a subcollection is reindexed so that 
n 
iP covers F^. There is no loss in generality in 
assuming that the intervals are disjoint and non-
abutting. Moreover, since the intervals are a positive 
distance apart, for each j there is exactly one i such 
that Kj c J^. 
Since covers F^, 0 <g*(F^) _< ^ g*(K^) 
i=l 
Thus, 
0 < ^ g*(K^) - g*(F^) < % g*(K.) - g«(F^) g*(Dn). 
i=l i=l 
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since g*(D ) = g*(E *) it follows that g*(D D S) 
= g*(E^* n S) for any Borel set S c [a,b]. Let 
denote the left endpoint of and let denote the 
right endpoint of K^. Then = [x^,y^] for each 
i = 1, •••,p. It is assumed that i ' < i" implies that 
, is to the left of K^„. 
Let ^ ^ min[Y (K^) - x^,y% - Y(K-) : i = 1, • • •,p and 
such that 0 < y(K^) - x^, 0 < - ï(K^)]. It follows 
from the uniform continuity of g that there is an 
a, 0 < a < P, such that if x,y € [a,b], x < y, and 
g*(D ) 
ly - xl < a then g([x,y]) < p.i28.M.n' "here M > 1 is 
a bound for f. 
In the following construction, if Ac [a,b] let 
clA denote the closure of A. 
For each i = 1, •••,p g*(K^ fl F^) =0 or 
g*(K^ n F^) > 0. Those intervals for which 
g*(K^ n F^) = 0 will be treated later. For the remaining 
one of the following must hold: 
1. g*([Y(K.),y.]) > I g*(K.) 
2. g*([x.,?(%_)]) >1 g*(K.) 
Suppose that neither of these is true. Since g is non-
decreasing and since points have measure zero (g con­
tinuous). 
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9*(Ki) = g(K^) = 9([Xi,yi]) 
= 9([Xi,%(Ki)]) + g([ï(K^),yi]) 
= 9*([Xi,%(%-)]) + g*([Y(K^),yj_]) 
< i g*(K.) + I g*(K.) = g*(K.). 
This is a contradiction so that the above statement is 
valid. 
It is now shown that if 1 holds then 
g*( [Xj_, v(K^) ]) <-|g*(K^): 
§ 9*(Ki) < g*( [^(Kj_),y^]) 
= 9*([Y(Ki),yi]) + g*([x^,Y(K^)]) - g*([Xj_,Y(K^) ]) 
= g*(K^) - g*( ]) 
Thus, g*( [x^, ï(K^) ]) < g*(Kj^) . Similarly, if 2 holds 
then g*( [Y(K^),y^]) < I" g*(K^). 
If both of 1 and 2 are true (as, for example when 
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Y(p,q) = ^ 2 ^  and g(x) = x) then 1 will be used. Note 
that if x^ = Y(K^) then 1 holds and if Y(K^) = then 
2 holds. 
Suppose that i is such that g*(K^ H F^) > 0 and 
assume that 1 holds. Exactly one of the following is true: 
(a) Y(K^) is a limit point of E* from the right. 
(b) Y(K^) is not a limit point of E* from the 
right. 
If (a) holds there is a € (Y(K^),Y(K^) + fl E*. 
Let Y(-,y^) be the function in Lemma For the posi­
tive number ^ let = min[^, g] where € is a positive 
number satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5-1 for the 
function Y(-,y%). Since Ç E* there are 
z!,zV € [z.,z. + a^) c [z.,z. + with z! < zV such 
that If(z^) - f(zV)| > ^ . It follows from Lemma 5.I that 
there are u:,uV € K. such that u ' < z, u'.' < zV, u ! < u'.', 1 1  1  1  —  1 '  1  — 1 - '  1  1  
luj_ - uVl < and Y(uj,y^) = z|, ï(uV,y^) = zV. 
The following notation will be used: 
Mi = [x^,min(u^,Y(K^))] 
N. = [Y(K.),u:] 
Pi = [u:,uV] 
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LÏ = CuV,y^] 
Some of these intervals may be empty or degenerate. 
If I is such an interval let g(l) = 0. Observe that 
U NI U U LV = and these component intervals of 
are nonoverlapping. Moreover, U LV. 
Other needed information is given: c [x^,Y(K^)] 
so that g(M^) < g( [x^, Y(K^) ]) g*(K^). The length of 
each of and is less than a. 
If (b) holds then exactly one of the following is 
true: 
(i) E* n (Y(K.),y.) ^  0. 
(ii) E* n (Y(Kj_),y^) = 0. 
If (i) holds then there is a first point in 
C1(E*) 0 (Y(K^),yj^) •which is to the right of Y(K^). There 
is no point of E* in for if there were then 
would not be the first point of cl(E*) (since 
E* c C1(E*)). Hence must be a limit point from the 
right of E* or € E*. In either case, for any n > 0 
there are x',x" 6 (z^,z^ + t]) such that 1 f (x') - f (x") 1 
Let Y(-,y%) be the function in Lemma 5.1. For the 
positive number a let = min[a, €] where € is a 
positive number satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1 for 
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the function Y(-,y^). Then there are 6 [2^,2^ + 
with < zV such that If(z^) - f (2^) I > ""• It follows 
from Lemma 5.1 that there are u^^uV € such that 
uj ^  z|, uV < zV, u| < uV, !u^ - uVl < a, and 
ï(u|,y^) = z^, Y(uV,y^) = zV. 
The following notation will be used: 




I'l = [ujjYi] 
LV = [u^^y^l 
As before, if I is degenerate let g(l) = 0, Observe 
that U Rj_ U U U and these component 
intervals of are nonoverlapping. Moreover, 
L{ = ?! U LV. 
Other needed information is given: c [x^jY(K^)] so 
that g(M^) < g(Cx^,^(K^) ]) <-^ g*(K^). The interior of 
contains no points of E*. The length of each of 
and is less than a. 
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If (ii) holds then since g*(K^ H F^) > 0, 
Fn n (x^,y(K^)) ^  0. Thus, exactly one of the following is 
true. 
(11.1) There is a € E* n (Y(K^) - •|,Y(K^)). 
(11.2) E* n (Y(K^) - |,^(Kj_)) = 0. 
Suppose (ii.l) holds. Let Y(xx,-) be the function 
in Lemma 5*2. For the positive number ^ let 
= min[^, €] where € is a positive number satisfying 
the conditions of Lemma $.2. Since Ç E* there are 
E (z^ - a^,z^] with zV < such that 
lf(z|) - f(zV)1 > It follows from Lemma 5.2 that there 
are u!,uV € K. such that z' < ul, z" < u".', u" < uî, 11 1 X — X I — X' X X' 
• •^ï' < f^ and Y(Xj_,u|) = ¥(x^,uV) = zV. 




L^ = [x^jU^] 
LV = [x^,uV] 
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As beforèj if I is degenerate let g(l) = 0. Observe 
that U U U LV = and these component intervals 
of are nonoverlapping. Moreover, U LV. 
Other needed information is given: c 
and since (ii) is being considered, no interior points of 
M. are in E*. The length of each of N. and P. is less 1 n 11
than a. 
Suppose (ii.2) holds. There is a first point in 
C1(E*) n (X^,V(K^)) which is to the left of Y(Kj^). There 
is no point of E* in (z^,Y(K^)) for if there were then 
z^ would not be the first point of cl(E*) (since 
E* c C1(E*)). Hence z^ must be a limit point from the 
left of E* or z^ G E^\ In either case, for any TJ > 0 
there are x',x" € (z^ - "n,z^) such that 
If(x') - f(x")l > i 
Let Y(x^,-) be the function in Lemma 5.2. For the 
positive number a let = min[a,€] where € is a 
positive number satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.2 
for the function Y(x^,-). Then there are 
zjyZY € (z^ - a^,z^] with zV < such that 
If(z^) - f(zV)1 > It follows from Lemma ^.2 that there 
are u:,uV € K. such that z ! < u!, zV _< uV, uV < u, 
^ J- aL ^ ^ JL ^ 
lu| - uvl < a, and Y(x^,u|) = z^, Y(x^,uV) = zV. 
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Pi = [uV,uJ_] 
LV = [x^jUV] 
As before, if I is degenerate let g{l) = 0. Observe 
that U U U U LV = and these component 
intervals of are nonoverlapping. Moreover, 
Li = Pi U LV. 
Other needed information is given: c [ï(K^),y^] 
and since (ii) is being considered, no interior points of 
are in E*. The interior of contains no points of 
E*. The length of each of S. and P. is less than a. 
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If 2 holds then exactly one of the following is true: 
(a) ï(K^) is a limit point of E* from the left. 
(b) Y(K^) is not a limit point of E* from the left. 
If (b) holds then exactly one of the following is 
true : 
(i) E; n .fxpï(K.)) ^  », 
(ii) É* n (x.,Y(K.)) = 
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If (ii) holds then since g*(K^ fl F^) > 0, 
Fn n [Y(K^),yj_] ^  0. Thus, exactly one of the following is 
true : 
(11.1) There is a € E* n (ï(K^),Y(K^) + |). 
(11.2) E* n (y(K^),y(K^) + |) = 0. 
Then, a procedure dual to that given for 1 is 
followed. 
Let T = [i = l,...,p: g*(K_ n F^) = 0}. If 
i 6 {1, •••,P}\T then was considered in the construction 
process. Let Q^, Q_, be defined in the following 
manner, where 1(a), 1(b)(i), etc., refer to steps of the 
described construction. 
= {i=l,''',p: 1(a) or 2(a) holds} 
02={i=l, 1(b) (i) or 2(b) (i) holds} 
= {i = 1,•••,p : 1(b)(ii)(ii.l) or 2(b)(ii)(ii.l) holds} 
Qi| = {i = 1, • • • ,P : 1(b) (ii) (ii.2) or 2(b) (ii) (ii.2) holds} 
Then T, Q^, Q^, Q^, are pairwise disjoint and their 
union is {1,•••,p}. 
Refinements E, F of D = {a = t^,t^, •••,t^ = b} are 
now specified. Let each of E and F contain all the 
points of D and the endpoints of i = 1, •••,p. In 
addition, for each i = 1,•••,p, place the endpoints of 
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and LV in E or F according to the following: 
1 ' . endpoints of in E and endpoints of 
L|, LV in F provided f(z^) - f(zV) > 0. 
2 '. endpoints of IV in E and endpoints 
of L| in F provided f(zV) - f(z^) > 0. 
Let = [i = 1,•••,p : 1' holds} and let 
Vg = [i = 1,''',p: 2' holds}. Notice that are 
disjoint and U Vg = {1, •••,p}. Some of T, Qg, Qy 
Vg could be empty. For notational convenience 
summation over these index sets will be used. It is to be 
understood that any sum over an empty index set is zero. 
IS(Y,E,f,g) - S{y,F,f,g)l 
Y f[ï(L:)lg(L|)+ Y f[T(Lï)]9(Lï)+ % f (^i) ]g(Pi) 
i€V^ ieVg i€Vg 
- [ I fC^(Lp]g(Lv)+^ f[ï(Pi)]g(Pi)+X f[Y(Li)]g(Ll)] 
i€V^ i^V^ i€Vg 
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i€V\ i€V, 
+ Y f[Y(LV)]g(LV) + Y fCY(Pi)]g(P.) 
i€V. i€V, 
- [ V  f [ ? ( L ï ) ] 9 ( L V ) +  Y  f C ï ( P i ) ] g ( P i )  
i€V 1 i€V, 
1 f[ï(Li)3g(LV)+ Y ([?(!-)]g(Pi)] 
ifVr iéV, 
Y (f[?(&!)] - f[y(LV)])g(LV) 
i€V^ 
Y (f[T(Lï)] - f[^(L:)])g(LV) 
i€V, 
[ % (f[Y(Pi)]-f[Y(L:)])g(Pi) 
i€V, 
+ % (f[Y(L:)]-f[Y(Pi)])g(Pi)] 
i€V^ 
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Y [f(z|) - f(zv)]g(L^) + ^ [f(zV) - f(2|)]g(LV) 
i€V, iEV, 
- [X [f[Y(Pi)]-f(zi)]9(Pi)+ X Lf(zi)-f[Y(Pi)]]9(Pi)] 
iev. i€V, 
Y  C f ( z i ) - f ( 2 ï ) ] g ( L V ) +  2  [ f ( z V ) - f ( z ^ ) ] g ( L V )  
iev^ iev, X 
X ef[ï(Pi)]-f(zi)]g(Pi)+ Y [î(2i)-frï(Pi)]lg(Pi) 
iev. i€V^ 
Y [f(2i)-f(zï)]g(LV) + Y [f(zV)-f(zJ_) ]g(LV) 
iev. i€V, 
I [f[Y(P.)]-f(z:)]g(P.)+ ^ [f(z:)-f[?(Pi)]]g(P.) 
i€V, i€V, 
I 9(LÏ) + I 9(LV) 
i€V,  i€V^ 
- % [f[Y(Pi)]-f(z2)]g(Pi) - Y [f(z:)-f[Y(Pi)]]g(Pi) 
ie/j^ iêVj 
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> ^  Y 9(L") - ^ lf[?(Pi)] - f(z:)lg(Pi) 
i=i lev. 
'1 
I lf(2i) - f[^(Pi)]!g(Pi) 
ievn 
Î 9(Li) - i lf(zi)-f[Y(Pi)]l9(Pi) 
i=l i=l 
P  P  
l9(^ï' - 2" Ig(Pi) 
i=l i=l 
1 V / X V 9*(Dn) 
- n L Z p.l28.M.n 
i=l i=l 
P  




Suppose i € T. Then g*(K^ H F^) =0. If 
i € Qg U then the interior of contains no points 
of E* and if i € 0^ U 0^ then the interior of 
contains no points of E*. Now, 
m m 
g*[F_] = g*rD_ n ([a,bl\ U I.)] = 9*[E* n ([a,b]\ U I.)l 
i=o i=o 
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and since fK., covers F , it also covers the subset 
"• 1 1=1 n 
iti 
E* n ([a,b]\ U denoted G^. If Ac [a,b] let A° 
i=o 
denote the interior of A. Thus, 
GL c ( U K. ) U ( U K. ) U [ U (K.\R9)] U [ U (KAM9)] 
i€T ^ ieOi i€Q^ 
U [ U (K.\{R9 U M°})]. 
i€04 
Since the sets are pairwise disjoint so are the sets 
in the above union. Recall that points have g* measure 
zero and that g* is additive on measurable sets. 
= 9*[Gn n ( U K_)] 
i=l 
P f 
= g*c u (G^  n K.)] = 2, 9*(°n " 
i=l 
= Ï 9*(°n n K. ) + Y 9*(Gn " 
i6T ieoi 
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+ Y 9*[Gn n (K^\R9)] + Y, 9*[Gn H (K^\M°)] 
iGOg ieOj 
+ Y 9*[Gn n (K^\{R9 U M9})3 
< Y g*(K.) + Y 9*(Ki\R9) + ^ g*(K.\M9) 
ieOl ieOg i€0^ 
+ ^ g*(K^\{R9 u M°}) 
ifOll 
P 
Recall that ^ g*(K^) < g*(Fn^ + ^  g*(D^^ . 
i=l 
I 9*(Kj_) + ^ g*(Ki) + ^ g*(R9) + Y. g*(Ki\R9) 
ieT i€Q^ ieOg ieOg 
+ ^ g*(M9) + Y g*(K^\M9) + ^ g*(R9 u M9) 
i€Q^ i€Q^ i€Q^ 
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The previously derived material will now be used to 
P 
investigate ^ g*(LV): 
i=l 
P P 
f g*(D„) < g*(F„) = Y 9*(Fn n Ki) < I 9'(Ki) 
i=l i=l 
= Y 9*(Ki) + X + Y g*(K^) + X 9*(Ki) + ^ 9* 
i6T i€Oi iCOg 
X 9*(K^) + ^ [g(Mj_) + g(N^) + g(P^) + g(Lp] 
i€T i€Q, 
+ Y [9(^1) + 9(Rj_) + g(Sj_) + g(Pj_) + g(L^)] 
ieog 
+ [9(^1) + 5(^1) + 9(Pj_) + 9(L^)] 
+ Yj [9(^1) + 9(Rj^) + 9(s^) + g(Pj_) + g(L^)] 
i€Q4 
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= L A + X 9(*i) + Z + Y (g(^i) + 9(Mi))] 
i€T ieOg i€Q^ i€Q2^ 
P 
+ % g(M^) + Y 9(s^) + Y 9(N^) + % g(Pi) 
iÇQj^UQg iÇQgUQ^ i=l 
+ l9(LV) 
i=l 
= [ Z g*(Kj_) + Y g*(Rj) + Y 9*(m9) + Y g*(Rj U m9)] 
i€T iÇQg iÇQ^ 
p 
+ Z g(M^) + Y 9(s^) -!- Y 9(^i) + Z g(Pi) 
iCOiUQg ieOgUO^j, i€Q^UQ^ i=L 
P 
+ % 9(I,V) 
i=l 
-2 1 g*(D ) 
< jz 9*(°n) + I 2 9*(Ki) + I p.iaS.M.n 
ieOiUQg ieoguo^ 
T 9*(Dn) f 9*(Dn) f 
L p-128-M.n L p.l28.M.n L 9*(Lï) 
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Thus, it follows that 
P 
I 9*(Dn) = ^  9*(D„) < ^  g*(D^) + ^ g»(LV) 
i=l 
which implies that 
# 9*(»n) < I 
i=l 
Finally, 
S(Y,E,f,g) - S(Y,F,f,g) 
Z i I ^ 
i=l 
> 
129*(Dn) 2 g * i D ^ )  _ 10g*(D^) 
128n ~ 128n ~ 128n 
9*(Dn) 
^ 128n >  6 ,  
This is a contradiction and the proof is completed. 
In view of the result in Lemma 5.4 that D(f)\D(b - v,f) 
is countable provided Y has the DP, one can see that 
condition B of Theorem ^.1 could be replaced by the 
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condition that g^[D(f)] = 0. 
The left Cauchy a-integral of f with respect to g 
is the integral of the interval function F, 
F(l) = f[Y(l)]g(l), where Y(p,q) = p. Deniston has given 
an existence theorem for this integral (and for the corre­
sponding right Cauchy a-integral) in the case that f is 
bounded and g is of bounded variation [10]. Since both 
the left and right choice functions have the DP it is 
not difficult to see that these theorems of Deniston are a 
special case of Theorem 5.1. 
A modified Stieltjes integral for which an approximat­
ing sum is ^ f (?3_) [g(tj_) - g(t^_^)], c and 
D 
D = { a = t , t , , ' - * , t  =  b } ,  h a s  b e e n  d i s c u s s e d  b y  D e n i s t o n  
'• o ± n 
[10] and Dushnik [11]. Deniston gave an existence theorem 
for the integral in the case that f is bounded and g is 
of bounded variation. His necessary and sufficient con­
ditions are as follows : 
1. For each x Ç (a,b] either g(x+) = g(x) 
or lim f(t) exists and for each x € [a,b) 
t-»x+ 
either g(x-) = g(x) or lim f(t) exists. 
t-»x-
2. g*[D(f)] = 0, where g^ is the continuous 
part of g. 
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Suppose that Y is an interior choice function which 
has the DP (for example, Y(p,q) = ^  g ^ ). It was shown 
in Lemma 5«5 that for each x € [a,b) lim f(t) exists if 
t-»x+ 
and only if lim f[Y(x,t)] exists and for each 
t-*x+ 
X € (a,b] lim f(t) exists if and only if lim f[Y(t,x)] 
t-»x- t-»x-
exists. Thus condition 1 above and condition A of 
Theorem 5.I are equivalent. Moreover, it follows immedi­
ately that condition 2 above and condition B of Theorem 
5.1 are equivalent. 
Hence, for f and g as given above and with Y an 
interior choice function with the DP it follows that the 
modified Stieltjes integral of f with respect to g 
exists over [a,b] if and only if the Y integral of f 
with respect to g exists over [a^b]. Accordingly, the 
modified Stieltjes integral offers no advantage over the 
Y integral. 
Suppose that f is bounded and g is of bounded 
variation on [a,b]. An interesting question is the follow­
ing. Can Y fdg exist for each choice function Y on 
•' a 
[a,b] without the Riemann-Stieltjes a-integral existing? 
This question is answered in comparing the Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral with the Y integral. 
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For f, g as above, Deniston in [10] gave the follow­
ing necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
the Riemann-Stieltjes a-integral. 
1. For each x € [a,b) either g(x+) = g(x) or 
lim f(t) = f(x) and for each x € (a,b] 
t-*x+ 
either g(x-) = g(x) or lim f(t) = f (x). 
t-»x-
2. g*[D(f)] = 0 
If a < c < d _< b let Y(c,d) = c+ (d - c) • 
It was shown in Exanple 5-5 that for each x € [a,b) 
{Y(x,t) : X < t} is frequently x but not eventually x 
and for each x € (a,b] [Y(t,x) : t < x} is frequently x 
but not eventually x. For fixed x, each of Y(x, t) and 
Y(t,x) is a continuous function of t so that Y has the 
DP on [a,b]. It follows that for each x € [a,b) 
lim f(t) = f(x) if and only if lim f[y(x,t)] exists and 
t-»x4- t-%4-
for each x € (a,b] lim f(t) = f(x) if and only if 
t-»x-
lim f[Y(t,x)] exists. Thus, condition 1 above and con-
t^x-
dition A of Theorem 5.I are equivalent. Moreover, con­
dition 2 above is equivalent to condition B of 
Theorem 5.1. Hence for f bounded, g of bounded vari­
ation, and Y as given it follows that the Riemann-
Stielt jes a-integral exists if and only if the Y integral 
sin d - c 
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exists. Accordingly, the Riemann-Stieltjes integral offers 
no advantage over the Y integral. 
The answer to the earlier question about the existence 
of the Y integral for every Y is now immediate. if f 
fh 
is bounded and g is of bounded variation and if Y j^fdg 




Y jgfdg exists for Y(c,d) = c + (d - c) d-c 
was shown that this implies that the Riemann-Stieltjes 
rb 
CT-integral fdg exists. Thus, for any choice function 
•J a 
Y, Y ^^fdg = J^fdg. Thus, the answer to the earlier question 
is no. 
rb [•D
The existence of Y fdg for every choice function 
V a 
Y, where f is bounded and g is of bounded variation, 
implies that all such integrals are equal. However, it is 
possible to have an uncountable collection of choice func-
rb 
tions {Y } /.(. and an f and g such that Y fdg 
'• a •'aÇiS, ^ a Ja 
exists for each a € <£ but such that if then 
|.b pb 
Y fdg ^ Y fdg. The chapter is concluded with an 
Ja ^ Og a 
example illustrating this. 
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Decompose [a,b] into an uncountable 
number of sets each of vAiich is dense in [a,b] and 
such that a. ^  implies A H A =0. Denote this 
X D. (%2 
collection by where the indexing is on R, the 
set of real numbers. For each a 6 R define as 
follows: if a _< c < d < b let Y(c,d) be an element of 
A^ in (c,d). Let f be the function on [a,b] defined 
as follows: if x € [a,b] then there is exactly one a € R 
such that X € A-. Let f(x) = â. Let g(x) = x. For 
pb 
each choice function j^fdg = a(b - a). The 






VI. THE ¥ INTEGRAL FOR ABSOLUTELY 
CONTINUOUS INTEGRATORS 
This chapter approaches the existence question for the 
Y integral from the standpoint of derivatives of interval 
functions as considered by Burkill [6], [?]• The definition 
of parameter of regularity is from the papers cited and the 
other definitions are suggested by Burkill's work. 
DEFINITION 6.1. If I is a subinterval of [a,b] and 
X € [a,b] then the parameter of regularity of I with 
respect to x, denoted p(l,x), is 
p(l,x) = inf[ | i j |  : J = (x - 5^x + S )  and I c J] 
6>o \ ' 
where 4(l) denotes the length of I. 
It is clear that 0 < p(l,x) <1. p(l,x) = 1 exactly 
when X is the center of I. If x is an endpoint of I 
then p(ljx) = -^ and p(l,x) >~ implies that x € cll. 
If p(l,x) < ^  then X is external to cll. 
DEFINITION 6.2. If F is an interval function on 
[a,b] and 0 < a _< 1 then 
F (a,x) = lim sup[F(l) : p(l,x) > a], 
4(l)-o 
F (a,x) = lim inf[F(l) : p(l,x) > a]. 
ji(l)-o 
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It is easily seen that if < ctg then 
Fgfagjx) < Fg(a^,x) and Fg(aj^,x) < Fg(a2,x) . Thus, if F 
is bounded then lira F (a,x) and lim F (a,x) exist. 
a-»o a-»o 
DEFINITION 6.3. F (x) = lim F(a,x) and 
a—o 
F (x) = lim Pg(a,x). 
a-*o 
DEFINITION 6.4. If Fg(x) = Fg(x) then the common 
value is denoted Fg(x). 
LEMMA 6.1. If F is an interval function on [a,b] 
and x € [a,b] then Fg(x) exists iff Fg(a,x) = Fg(a,x) 
for each a, 0 < a < 1. 
PROOF: The proof is much like the one Burkill gave 
for a related theorem in [?]. 
Suppose Fg(x) exists. By definition, lim F (Y,X) 
y-»o 
= Fg(x) = Fg(x) = lim Fg(Y,x). Since implies 
Y~*o 
FgfagjX) < Fg(a^,x) and Fg(aj_,x) < Fgfogjx) it follows 
that if 0 < a _< 1 then 
lim F (Y,X) < F (a,x) < F (a,x) < lim F (Y,X) 
y-*o y—o 
Hence Fg(a,x) = Fg(a,x). 
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Next suppose that Fg(a,x) = Fg(a,x) for each a, 
0 < a < 1. Therij by definition 
F (x) = lim F (Y,X) = lim F (Y^X) = F (x). 
Y-*o y—o 
Hence Fg(x) exists. This completes the proof. 
It is clear from the proof that if Fg(x) exists then 
Pg(x) = Fg(a,x) = Fg(a,x) = Pg(x) for each a, 0 < a < 1. 
LEMMA 6. 2 .  Suppose that F, G are bounded interval 
functions on [a,b] and that the interval function H on 
[a,b] is defined by H(I) = F(L) • G(I). 
1. If Fg(x) and Gg(x) exist then Hg(x) 
exists and Hg(x) = Fg(x) • Gg(x). 
2. If Fg(x) exists and is not zero and if 
Hg(x) exists then Gg(x) exists and 
Hg(x) = Fg(x) • Gg,(x) (a similar result 
holds with Fg(x) and Gg(x) interchanged). 
The proof is quite similar to that of the classical 
result for the limit of a product of functions. Therefore 
it is omitted. 
Suppose that F is an interval function on [a,b] 
and that the interval function G on [a,b] is defined 
by G(I) = ^^Y. Then, if Gg(x) exists, Gg(x) is the 
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derivative in the Burkill sense of the interval function 
F [7 ] .  
The next definition is the one given by Burkill for an 
absolutely continuous interval function [7]. 
DEFINITION 6.5. The interval function F on [a,b] 
is said to be absolutely continuous iff for each € > 0 
there is a 6 > 0 such that if is a sequence of 
n 
nonoverlapping intervals such that X < 5 then 
n i=l 
Y iF(ii)1 < e. 
i=l 
Suppose that g is a function on [a,b] which is 
absolutely continuous, that Y is a choice function on 
[a,b], and that f is a Y-bounded function on [a,b]. 
Let H be the interval function on [a,b] defined by 
H(I) = f[Y(l)]g(l). 
LEMMA 6."5. H is an absolutely continuous interval 
function on [a,b]. 
PROOF; Let 6 > 0 and let M > 0 be a Y-bound for 
f. Since g is absolutely continuous there is a 6 > 0 
such that if is a sequence of nonoverlapping 
n 




then ^ lg(lj^)l = Yj Igfyi) - g(*i) 1 < M* 
i=l i=l 
n n n 
^ 1H(I^)1 = ^ lf[Y(li)lg(li)l = % tf[Y(l.)]||g(li)| 
i=l i=l i=l 
n 
< M ^ Ig(l^) 1 < M • This completes the proof. 
i=l 
Burkill has shown that a necessary and sufficient 
pb 
condition for the existence of the norm integral J^K(l) 
of the absolutely continuous interval function K is that 
the Burkill derivative of the interval function K exists 
almost everywhere in [a,b], [7j p.310]. Let H(l) be as 
fb 
in the previous lemma. The norm integral J^H(l) of 
the interval function H is simply the norm integral 
pb 
Jaf[^(l)lg(l)• Since g is absolutely continuous on [a,b] 
it is continuous there. Also, f is Y-bounded so that by 
pb 
Theorem 2.15 the norm integral is the a-integral 
The a-integral is Y J^fdg. 
Let R(I) = = f[Y(l)l ^ 1^. Then Rg(x) is the 
derivative in the Burkill sense of the interval function H. 
Hence, a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
1 
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existence of a and thus for Y j^fdg, is that 
Rg(x) exists almost everywhere in [a,b]. 
Let G(I) = . Then Gg(x) is the Burkill deriva­
tive at X of the interval function g. Burkill has shown 
that Gg(x) exists if and only if g'(x) exists, where 
g'(x) is the ordinary derivative of the function g 
17J p.298]. Since the g being considered here is abso­
lutely continuous it follows that g'(x) (and thus Gg(x)) 
exists for almost all x € [a,b]. 
Let F bs the interval function on [a,b] defined 
by F(I) = f[Y(l)]. As before, assume that f is Y-bound-
ed and that g is absolutely continuous. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A = {x € [a,b] :g'(x) / 0 and Fg(x) 
does not exist}. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of Y J^fdg is that the Lebesgue measure, 
L(A), of A is zero. 
rb 
PROOF: Suppose that Y J^fdg exists. This is 
rb 
H(I) = f[Y(l)]g(l). It follows from Burkill's work 
that Rg(x) exists for almost all x 6 [a,b]. Suppose 
that L*(A) > 0, where L* is outer Lebesgue measure. Let 
A^ = {x € A : g'(x) and Rg(x) exist}. Since g is abso­
lutely continuous, L({x 1 g'(x) does not exist}) =0. By 
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hypothesis, L([x| Rg(x) does not exist}) =0. If 
X € A\A^ then either g'(x) does not exist and Pg(x) 
does not exist or g'(x) ^  0 and Fg(x) does not exist 
and Rg(x) does not exist. This implies that L*(A\A^) = 0. 
Hence L*(A^) = L*(A) >0 so that ^ <t>. 
If X € A^ then g'(x) (= Gg(x)) exists and is not 
zero and Rg(x) exists. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that 
Fg(x) exists. This is a contradiction and thus L(A) = 0. 
Finally suppose that L(A) = 0. Let D = {x : g'(x) 
does not exist}. Then L(D) = 0 which implies that 
L(A u d) =0. Let X € [a,bj\(A u d). Then either g'(x) 
exists and is zero or g'(x) exists and Fg(x) exists. 
If g'(x) =0 (thus Gg(x) = 0) then since F is 
bounded it follows that Rg(x) exists. If g'(x) (thus 
Gg(x)) exists and Fg(x) exists then it follows from 
Lemma 6.2 that Rg(x) exists. Hence Rg(x) exists for 
tId 
almost all x € [a,b]. Thus, by Burkill's theorem, j^H(l) 
b 
exists so that Y ^fdg exists. This completes the proof. 
In view of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, the preceding 
theorem could have been stated for any function g of 
bounded variation such that g^, the continuous part of g, 
is absolutely continuous. Then, in addition to L(A) being 
zero, the conditions lim f[Y(x,t)] exists whenever 
t-*x+ 
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g(x+) ^  g(x) and lim f[Y(t,x)] exists whenever 
t-»x-
g(x-) ^  g(x) must be added. 
It is interesting to note that the existence of Pg(x) 
implies that f has the c-Y property on each side of x. 
For, if I is [x,x +6] or [x - ô,x] then p(l,x) = ^  
and if Fg(x) exists then Fg(-^,x) = Fg(-^,x). This 
implies that each of lim f[Y(x,t)] and lim f[Y(t,x)] 
t"^x+ t-*x-
exists. 
In the final theorem it was seen that the limit Fg(x) 
is important. Recall that for several Stieltjes type 
integrals discussed one of the conditions for existence was 
that g*[D(f)] = 0. In the preceding theorem, the corre­
sponding condition was L(A) = 0. Thus, it is the existence 
of the limit Fg(x) which replaces the usual notion of 
continuity of a function at a point. If there is a theorem 
which generalizes Theorem 6.1 to include nonabsolutely 
continuous integrators then it is not unreasonable to think 
of f as being "Y-continuous" at x provided the limit 
Fg(x) exists. 
The dissertation is concluded with a conjecture. 
Suppose that Y is a choice function on [a,b], f is a 
Y-bounded function on [a,b], and g is a continuous 
function of bounded variation on [a,b]. A necessary and 
126 
rb 
sufficient condition for the existence of Y jgfdg is that 
g*[{x f [a,b] : Fg(x) does not exi.st}] = 0. 
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